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ABSTRACT

four unconfined leptons and tvelve integer-charged quarks are united

in a single fermionic mul t ip le t of SU{1»)|_ * SUCOl , . The coloured
flavour colour

gauge 1~ particles give strong interactions. The distinction between leptonic

and quark interactions is expected to disappear beyond characteristic energies

of the order of 10 GeV (input K •+ e + u decay branching rat io) . There are

three distinguishing tests for the theory:

1)
aT/om in eN and uB 1B f 0 and scales in x .

2) Strong coloured vector gluons V mix with W , leading to copious

leptonic decays of V~ (branching ratio £ ko%). In semi-leptoolc decays
+

of V , K ,n and n ' s are produced in pa i r s and not s ing ly .

3) Most c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of a l l , ve predic t quark decays in to leptons with

v io la t ion of baryon and lepton numbers. Resides conventional charm mesons and

baryons, decaying quarks anS charged colour gluons provide new sources of

mult i - leptons for e e ,vK, eN, uN and UN c o l l i s i o n s . The expected

dissocia t ion of nueleons in to quarks in iH and HH co l l i s ions a t high energies

and the subsequent decay of single quarks into leptons {but not ant j leptoaa)

implies a deviation of l ep ton ic / an t i - l ep ton ic r a t i o fundamentally d i f ferent

from uni ty .

h) As a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c r e s u l t , we expect V~V~ in vfl but no V U In \iN

or trimuons so far as the d issocia t ion mechanism i s concerned.
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I . DTTBODUCTIOS

Leptons and ha&roas share equally three of the basic forces of nature:

electromagnetic, weak and gravitational. The only force vhich is supposed to

distinguish between them is strong. Could i t be that leptons share with

hadrons this force also, and that there is Just one form of matter *• ' , not two?

The idea would have sounded fantastic a few years ago. That i t does

not do so today is due to the discovery of the neutral currents together with

the expectation that this implies a gauge unification of weak and electromag-

netic forces - and, in particular, the expectation that the neutrino is now

no longer the, humble, only feebly interacting particle, with none but weak
most likely

couplings. Our present view is that the neutrino interactions are^of basic

electromagnetic strength (order a); only that this strength does not manifest

itself for presently attained laboratory energies. For experiments involving

energies and momentum transfers much exceeding (a a - l j l / 2 ^ ^ 0 Q e V >

neutrinos will interact with, their fall strength (a) with matter.

The lepton-hadron unification hypothesis would maintain that a similar

expectation can be entertained for all leptons in the context of strong inter-

actions also. Leptons exhibit no strong interactions at presently attained

energies. They may, however, do so at higher energies and momentum transfers,

thereby removing -the. last difttinctj-pn b.e,tw£e/i leptons^ and hadronq L.
\y - - - . . ' ' - •

In 1972, when these ideas were first stated "*"'. they were heresy. Today

we do not think there is any gauge theorist who will disagree with them. The

only area of dispute can be about the characteristic energy when this uni-

fication may manifest itself. In 1972 we suggested that this characteristic

energy may be around 10 GeV. We fixed on this from the internal consistency

of the gauge theory we had constructed - the input being the 'branching ratio

of K • e + u decay. Since then we have been attempting to modify our

model so that it would permit of a characteristic energy lower still. Other

theorists have argued that the energy in question should be at least as high

as 10 GeV - the so-called Planck energy given by the square root of

Hewtonian constant G^ , at which the gravitational effects also become

important. In these lectures-xe shall stick to the earlier estimate of our

"basic model" and make deductions therefrom. Unfortunately, even 105 GeV

(in centre of mass) is the energy of the highest cosmic rays, and possibly

unattainable in the laboratory at any foreseeable future.
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The basic assumptions we shall make are the following:

(1) Leptons and quarks are both elementary entities for gauge theory pun-

poses. If leptons are composite, (g - 2) experiments, and the predictions
e,)J

of the gauge theory (QED) describing them, would not agree - according to an

estimate of Brodsky and Sapirstein 3 ' unless the constituents have masses

exceeding 10^ ttev. The elementarily of quarks (no power-law fallicg off of their

form factors) is pure hypothesis.

(2) For gauge theory purposes, both leptons and quarks must belong to the

same fermionic multiplet.

(3) From (2), we - but not the majority of theorists - infer that both

leptons as well as quarks must be integer-charged and both unconfined.

(M A gauging of this fermionic multiplet will give rise to 1 gauge mesons,

among which are the photon, Z , VT as well as strongly interacting coloured octet

vector gluons. These vector gluons - which carry integer charges - must also

be uaconfined.

To summarize, unconfined quarks and unconfined gluona will be the ha l l -

mark of our gauge unification of leptons and quarks.

These lectures will be concerned with the consequences of these ideas,

some of which are the following:

(a) Since quarks and leptons belong to the same fermion multiplet, quarks

can make transitions to leptons, q •+ t , or to anti-leptons, q + T , vitb a.

violation of baryon-number and lepton-number, AB 4 0 , AL 4 0 . (We assign

baryon-number +1 to quarks, lepton-number L = +1 to (v ,e ) and L • +1 to

cvo.
(b) Such transitions make quarks and protons unstable. The rate of such

transitions is governed by the characteristic mass we have talked about earlier.

In the basic model, the coupling parameter which determines quark decay rate
— ft o

into leptons comes out to be a; 10 m. , to compare to the Fermi constant
-5 °

10 £ . As we shall see, quark decays into leptons provide a new - end

potentially the most important - source of leptonic production in HH , vB

and yN collisions at sufficiently high energies. The mechanism is a

dissociation of nucleons into quarks and their subsequent decays into leptons.

For q •+ I + mesons. &B = -AL , and nucleon dissociation will be a source of

leptons I rather than anti-leptons T , while for q -*• 4 + mesons, AB - AL ,

the opposite situation will prevail.
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(c) Since quarks are uneonfinea ana decay into leptons, -within our model

pair production of quarks is a potential source of multi-lepton events for

e~e+ annihilation. As we shell see, in the context of the basic gauRe model.

the (ve) events as well as the Jet structure observed at SPEAH receive

a consistent explanation in terms of real quark-anti-quark production

(followed by their decays into leptons], provided there exists a coloured octet

of vector meBons (e.g. the gluons) lighter than the quarks (m^ < m̂  a 1.8 "

1.9 GeV).

(d) A characteristic consequence of our gauge model - tied to the unconfined
quark hypothesis - is that the neutral as well as charged flavour gauge mesons
(tf's) must mix (through spontaneous symmetry breaking) with appropriate members
of the octet of colour gluons. This induces colour excitation not only in eH
end UN but also in VH interactions. We suggest that the excitation of the
decaying colour glucns providesyet another prominent source of multi-leptons.
on the one hand, and.on the other, the semi-asymptotic scaling violations of
the sort observed in vN as well as uN collisions; in particular the
deviations discussed at this conference from the GIM parton model of quantities,
<Y)> - , f-/o , and flat y-anomaly in S.'~G-/&x&y car. be attributed ' to
colour excitation within our model. For eN, uTI and VN, we predict that

if our ideas are correct, non-zero and scales as a function of x.

II. THE BASIC MODEL

Before any unification of quarks and leptons can be effected, ono has
to decide hov many quarks and how many leptons. In 1S72 one knew of four
leptons (v ,e" - Le = 1 ; vp,y~ - Lu = l ) and suspected the existence of
possibly twelve quarks (p.n,X,c quarks in three colours - red, yellow and •
blue). I t seemed a natural suggestion at that time to assign e. fourth colour
to leptons ( l i lac) and to postulate a basic sixteen-fold for a l l fermions

belonging to the group flavour
SU(lt)' • colour

with the group theory forcing -unique assignment of electric charge if we insist oft

either Iiadron <-» lepton or flavour *r+ colour symmetry for electric charge:

a =

o

-1

- l

o

1 0

0 -1

o - a

Hote

quarks

Heavy leptons and new flavours can arise within our unification hypothesis
if we postulate a new heavy multiplet of similar basic structure - another sixteen
fold. We in fact aid consider such extended versions Of the basic model In
1973 - guided by various theoretical considerations. One of these consider-
ations was the separation of electrons and muons from sharing the same jnulti-

9) 0
plet .so that, for example, K •+ e + u is s t r ict ly forbidden. In these lectures.
we shall stick to the basic model and try to make a case for understanding all
presently known phenomena (including the. so-called heavy lepton phenomena)

• within the context of this model. Our general philosophy is that the
unconfined colour quantum numbers should be exploited as fully as possible

before one adds on new (flavour) quantum numbers (besides GIM flavours) to
resolve experimental problems of now "vN data, if the tes ts we propose in this
context fa i l , we may be forced to extend the basic model as mentioned above.
But what we wish to stress is that the idea of unification of leptens and
hadrons l ies deeper than the basic model. This particular model ve consider
is possibly an interim realization of the unification hypothesis. We shall,
however, go on indicating which results are more general and which tied to
this model.
Tiie model

The model contains:

(1) Four leptons - which provide the FLAVOUH (up, town, strangeness and

charm) quantum numbers.

(2) Twelve quarks - which carry four flavours x three colours.

(3) We suggest leptca-number L • L + L 1B the fourth colour. Thus the

number of colours equals the number of basic flavours.

(It) Define fermion-number F as

F = B(the quart number) + L + L .

This number equals 1 for quarks, (v ,e~) and (v ,u~) .

-5-



(5) We propose that for energies up to 10 GeV all processes eonserre

fermion-aumber,

AF = 0 «=*• i.e. AB = -AL .

by further extension
There may be AF = 2 transitions possible ^ of the model (i.e.(l) q •+

(2) (3) £ or
V

•* q or (5) A - T

transitions) but ve assume that these possess an effective transition probability

smaller than AF = 0 transitions. This insistence on the dominance of AF = 0

transitions is the hall-mark of the "basic model and i t s siblings - the so-called

extended models. Unified models exhibiting AF = 2 transitions have been constructed

(for example by J. Strathdee and ourselves). They are best formulated in

terms of Majorane. fields. We shall not discuss them in any detail here,

except to mention some of their expected consequences for quark decays.

(6) Either one of toe pairs (v ,u") or (Ve>e~) is strange in this

model, consistent with the empirical observation |m^ - i

(7) The flavour gauges are SUL(2) x SUR(2) with couplings gL , gp and
t > 0 , The conventional EUT(2) x U_(l) is a sub-
5 L JL

1 u e1

s i x gauge f i e l d s WT'

group of

2 2

a n o m a l y - f r e e gauge sys tem SU_(2) * SIL (2) w i t h 1 0 '

~ Us.
«T.

The mass parameter associated vith the

V + A currents EL must empirically exceed 300 GeV, in order that V + A
R 1

amplitudes in 6 and V decays do not exceed the empirical limit of £ — (V-A

amplitudes.

(8) The colour gauge group is assumed to be SUCO|

meter rr- <* (r - 1) .

vith the coupling para-

(a) Exotics X , X~ , 3

quarks and leptons (currents

colour

This gives rise to fifteen gauge fields as follows:

t _
(and the anti-exotics) which couple with

) . From the empirical branching rate of

K •*• e + u , which these exotics contribute to, ve assign m S- 10 GeV to

keep within the empirical limits. This is the major input in this model.

Since the exotics couple with quarks and leptons: i t is their mass m̂  which

eventually determines when quarks and leptons lose their distinction

This is in analogy with the W* or Z° masses, which determine when neutrino

interactions acquire electromagnetic strength. (in some of the alternative

models 1:L) which are derived from the fc&sic model or are extensions of i t , one can

arrange that K + e + u transition is forbidden. For such, models m̂  can

He smaller than 105 GeV.)

(b) In addition to the exotics, there is the coloured gauge vector gluon

octet v(8) which couples quarks to each other strongly.

(c) One combination of fields among these eight gluon fields

U° - (72
piece (W +

Note that in its composition,the photon is more of a flavour field than a colour field

+ Vg)/2 contributes to the photon field, which contains a flavour

} P l u s t n e colour piece U . Symbolically A/e X W/g + U/f.

(d) Finally, there is a vector singlet S among the SU(lt)|
colour gauge

particles,which couples with the current (B - 3L) - and which would give a

new weak neutial vector current, in addition to the conventional >reai SU(2] * U(l),
i t s strength depending ui'oc the mass of g° Ga £,1000 GeV).

(e) The mass matrix for quarks, exotics and gluons is provided by Higgs-

Kibble mesons. Besides giving the massee of these particles{in terms of a '

total of five parameters - representing vacuum expectation values of Higgs-

Kibtle fields) the model also provides flavour-colour gauge meson mixing

terms, in particular mixing of V~ with1 v (responsible for colour gluon

decays) and X mixing with V (responsible for quark decays into leptons).

The mixing parameters are also completely specified in terms of the five

vacuum expectation values of the Kiggs-Kibble fields.

A3 is well known, the Higgs-Kibble fields are at present the Achilles

heel of gauge theories. There is no uniquely accepted canon as to vhieh re-

presentations one should choose for them - except possibly the • admonition of

super-symmetry theory which would specify that they should belong to the seme

representation of the internal symmetry group as the basic fermionlc multiplete

in the theory. (i t is worth remarking that Buch multiplets naturally permit

both AF = 0 as well as AF = 2 transitions,) This lack of uniqueness as

to the choice of Higgs-Klbble particles naturally affects the detailed pre-

dictions - and particularly the decay predictions of the model. To minimize

model dependence in this respect, in the Bequel we shall list1only such pre-

dictions which depend on the bilinear mixing terms for gauge fields (W - V

and W - X mixings). Such mixings arise as a consequence of the form of the

mass matrices: Vf phfl.il not l ^ t those predictions which depend on exchangee

or decays of Higgs-Kipbie fields jn the theory.
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If) The {5-parauieter) model discussed above assigns the fallowing masses

to various pertieles:

n^ , mgo J, 105 Ge7.

BL, J> 50 UeV
L

i ^ J, 101 Gc¥ • •

BL g either (l-£) GeV (Frascati, Orsay, HoyositiirsX region
• Becall that one member of the octet

V, t

a o r •» GeV

Q S ' «±se& wj.th^the pie-ton, and should

itself as a peak in e + c experiments.]

{SLAC, DESY region,)

Empirically there appear to be no narrow structures in e+ + e~ tetween
2-3 OeV vhich may be associated with colour. While the pattern of these gauge
masses are fixed by the model - and can be changed only by changing the
complexion of Higgs-Kibble mesons - the quark mass is s t i l l arbitrary up to
a coupling parameter. To make things definite we choose tvo ranges for the
free quark mass

J.) light quart: m «• 2-3 GeV, or
11.) heavy quark: 3 GeV < m ^ 5 Gey ,

(g) Before closing this section, note that the quark dynamics - in the
parton model context - appears to exhibit the phenomenon of PARTIAL CONFINEMENT -
that Is to say, the effective mass of quarks is smaller inside a nucleon (or a
meson) than the free quark mass. The same may be true of gluon masses - and
perhaps to a lesser extent for the exotic X masses. This effect vas f irs t
discovered by Archimedes who felt lighter and freer in his bath-tub than out-
side i t as a consequence of the beneficial effects of hydrostatic pressure -
i . e . non-zero expectation value of the trace of the stress tensor T , in
modern language. The ARCHIMEDES EFFECT can be readily built into our model
through such solutions for the field equations for which the expectation values
(classical solutions) for the Higgs-Kibble fields are space-dependant, in the
manner made familiar by soliton physics.

I I I . CONSEQUENCES OF QUAHK AND 3LUOE DECAYS; HEW SOURCES FOE MUIiTI-LEFTOHS

1. In t h i s section we consider the Basic model in d e t a i l for i t s predic t ions

of quark and vector gluon decays. We wish t o use t h i s information for con-

sidering mult i - leptons of vhich there are three sources. These a re :

a) Conventional charm mesons and taryoriB;

b) Coloured gluons and coloured baryona;
c) Unconventional baryon-number violating direct decays of integer-

charge quarks into (leptons + mesons) end In particular (neutrinos
+ kaons), the quarks being produced as a consequence of nucleon
dissociation or pair produced.

Since a l l quarks in our model decay into (leptons + mesons), the last
mechanism must eventually become their most copious source. I t is of
particular interest to note that in the basic model the dissociation mechanism
would give r ise to the like-sign dilepton (u"u~) signal for \3( , as observed
experimentally

The crucial points of the new mechanisms In the basic model vith

AB = -iL are the following ^»

i ) Yellow end blue quarks decay as a role Into neutrinos + taesons.

i i ) I t is only the charged red quarks (n",X~) which can at a l l d^coy— R R

into u charged lepton (i~ + \F + v),

i i i ) In th'e basic model there are no quark decays into (e+,V } *

mesons nor any (rion-electramagnetic) decays into tvo charged (plus one

neutral) or three charged leptona + anti-leptons.

iv) One of the two lepton pairs (u ,e~) or (v ,\i~) is strange.

Strangeness is conserved in |AB| 4 0 quark decays, making (K + neutrinoi-

modes fairly copious.

v) For charged coloured gluon decays, the branching ratio of decays

into leptons is rather high (typically 20 to 30* for either e or v).

vi) For semi-leptonic decays of charged coloured gluons, K's and ir's

are not produced singly but in pairs .



2 We list in Tables II-IV the expected decay modes of charged coloured gluons V

and quarks la the •basic model with AF = 0 . We assume, for the sake of

definiteness, that the coloured gluons are the lightest coloured octet mesons.
1 J?

As stated -before, since one member (V3 + (3)" Vg) of the coloured gluon
octet1 '0 (V* , vL , V°'5 , V- , V-) must be produced in e+ + e" experiments,

itD IU J>I J
 u ± +

vi th a narrow width of a few MeV, we suggest t ha t vector gluons VBy , V ^
Bay have masses in the following neighbourhood:

a) l i g h t gluon, In the F rasca t i region 1 - 2 GeV,

0£ b) heavy gluon in the SIAC region stU.l GeV.

Correspondingly, for quarks we sha l l consider l i g h t quarks (m K 2 - 3 GeV)
a.

or hea-vy quarks (.3 GeV <m £ 5 GeV]. These ere physicsl masses outside of the
nucleon environment ^ . The expected decay properties of the neutral gluons
are l isted in Table. I..

•*• ' Decays of charged co lour pluona (V* , V* )
RB RY

These decay on account of their (spontaneously induced) mixing witli

the charged weak gauge boBons W* , the mixing parameter-being completely

determined vithin the model. The inclusive hadronic versus electronic and

muonic branching ratio la 3:1:1 , for sufficiently massive gluons (%, 3 CeV),

for which a light cone or parton model analysis is valid • For lighter gluons

( 1 - 2 GeV), we expect hadronic versus electronic branching to be smaller thaji

three - possibly of the order unity - on account of limited phase space, which

restricts hadronie channels. For details see Table II• Mote the crucial

difference between colour and charm - the leptonlc branching ratio of colour

Is larger (by a factor «2 to 5 ) , and K'B are produced in pairs (not singly)

even in semi-leptonic decays.

&• ftuark decays"'in the basic model (AB = -AL)

As emphasised in Sec. I, red quark decays are

crucieily'different from yellow and blue quark decays. There are four dis-

tinct cases for red quark decays depending on the relative masses of qû i-ks

versus gluons and of red quarks versus those of yellow and blue. The results

are summarized in Tables III and IY-
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In suaimary, only the charged red quarkB can poaaitly fce the source of

charged leptons so far nrs the'̂ )fî J<* ,'jyia'pl -fa'frnrirffrnail.

3. Conventional sources of multi-leptons in VH and vN scatterings:

First consider the conventional mechanism involving either single production

oi' charm and colour or pair production of charm, colour or quarks;

( A ) + X

I—>(v* or e* + ...'
{charas production

(colour production « 10 to

(C)

(D)

• (K)

•+ v~ + (D + 5 ) + x

U or hadrons) (4~ or hadrona)

•* u~ + (V+ + V") + X

U v£ or hadronsKl"^ or hadrons)

•*• v~ + (q^ + ip) + x

(v+Jf+v^Jor (v+Jl++\>Jl)or
(v+hadrons) (\H-hadrons)

In the above (D,D) and V" are only symbolic of the family of charm and colour

ptrt ioles with similar internal quantum numbers. Hote that:

1) We expect single production of charm and colour (A and B) to exceed

(perhaps by an order of magnitude) pair production (C,D,E) both on energetic

grounds and from the fact that sea, is relatively unimportant compared uith

valence.

£) Single production of charm and colour (A end B) should thus primarily

be responsible for production of unllke-sign dlleptona: (u~u end u e ) in

uN and (u+\T and p+e~) in \JN . Following parton-model based calculations,

ve expect for both (A) and (B) <[E J) » K.\+} tor vS as well as large in-

einBticity; both these features are compatible with the data. Contrast

this with phenoinenoloeic&l lepto-hadron models, vhere this feature is not
16).

realized.

-n-



3) ."ullfwiug familiar estimates, charm production rat io i s expected to

ijo of or&-v 10? (corresponding to the "weight" of the sea), while the leptoiuc

(s or \i) branching ratio of charo particles is expected K(5 ^ 10)?. Tlis

which by i t se l f is probably too low compared with the data.
17)

Within the gauge theory approach, parton-model based estimates

eat colour production ratio at Fermilab energies «{l0-15)iS (with colour

threshold s 2 to It GeV); while the leptonic (e or u) branching ratio of colour

ia z20 to 30Jt (see Table I ) . This yields

This larger (u~p ) rate appears to be more compatible with the present data

than the charm estimate (by i t s e l f ) .
, - - - - _ + _ _ + _

5) .In vH , llke-sign dileptons (y u ,V e ) and trileptons ( | i ) ip ,U e V

etc . ) can arise from pair (or associated) production of charm, colour or quarks.

Like dileptons arise from one member of the pair decaying leptonically ana the
other non-leptonic&lly, while for trileptons both members of the pair decay
leptonically.

For the pair Cor associated) production mechanism mentioned above,
charm (with ita leptonlc/non-leptonie branching ratio c l /10 versus a ratio

s l / 3 for colour) might possibly account bet ter foro(u~U y~)/o(lJ u ) , which

experimentally appears t o be ^ 1/10 (with e s s e n t i a l l y no trimuons seen) .

B;it eny pa i r production hypothesis (from charm, colour or quarks) may

some upon a dilemma from t h e r a t i o of o(u V> ) from \>N versus o(y y )
_ ' (.see belov)+ +

from vN'. If pa i r production from VH and vK have comparatile t f C ^ V >

should be as likely as (u"*|J~)v . I t is too early to say yet if the pre-

liminary experimental estimates of these processes are likely to pose a problem.

-12-

However, there is the totally different mechanism of dissociation of nueleons

and quark decays,which has the feature that i t does not giire (v |l )^ or

trileptons in either vff or vH . ThiE may be operative in addition to any

pair production mechanism.

**• Deep inelastic nucleon dlsBOOiatlon into quarks and quark decays as a

source of loptons: Consider the following mechanism:

(F) v + neutron •*• p" + v i r t u a l W + (n° + n" + p^)

•• U~ + (VTt+) + ( u " ^ ) . * (VTt+) + X .

Hote that neutron's dissociation into valence quarks plus their AF «= 0

decays yields;

(u"u~)'s in vB and ( I M T ) ' B In vH ,

but tlO (u p ) 's in vN , HOR any trinuona. This is beoa.uae charged red

.a ~ the only source of charged leptons - cannot go into e ,y mt only

into e ,\i . lims a l l {\i u ) 's in vH must be atiributed to

associated production of quarks charm Cor colour). We can maie the stateaent.
stronger: Since

while

associated production associated production
1 + 3<L+ 4>

3 + e + * ' *

vhere e denotes the sea {V + A) contribution relative to valence (V-A)

contribution to associated production (which may be deduced from measure-

ments of x distribution of the like-dileptons), while £ ' denotes

associated production due to colour current. Thus if the rate of tu U
VH

is found to exceed that oT (ji p ) - ^ by a factor larger than 3 (for example even k)

i t would be strongly suggestive of the aissoci&tion mechanism being a

significant source of the like-sign dileptons for vH . Another test is the

x distribution of u"fT . Thoap l ike dileptons. vhicn.originate, frfflj."yaleace" '

quarks (from dissociation) will probably exhibit, a different x distribution from

those arising from pair production, .from the Cyaleaee + sea + gluona).

-13 - .



From the universality of

\T * II •* \T\T + X|

U + H - + X

dissociation ve expect
- -

V + n e u t r o n - • U P + X

y + neutron * v' +
d i s s o c _

(H) In the deep inelast ic p-p scattering process where one tags

fined, state proton, we may expect

<n"
neutron->

10
p + p •+ p + a l l V + neutron u + X

The last estimate (10 ) i s the present experimental number obtained '

fi-oa the rate of (u~u*") production in neutrino scattering , assuming that

i t is a l l due to dissociation.

(J) In lfc-N collisions, one source of prompt e" or v~ls is nucleon
disBooiation followed by red valence quark decay. Since (with AF = 0 ,
AB = -AL) this source will not yield e or u 's , we expect e~/e , V /V
rat io » 1 from this mechanism. In this context, i t is worth stressing
once again that in general there are four cases for quark to lepton or anti-
lepton transitions. These are:

Basic model

Other
possible
models

(1) AF » 0 , iE « -AL , expectation e~/e , u"/u >> 1

from dissociation.

(2) . . HF • 2 , AB » +AL , expectation e"/e+ ,

V~/\) « 1 from dissociation.

(3) AB « -ALe - +AL , expectation e"/e+ , p+/u~ » 1

from dissociation.

(k) iB • +ALe » ~tL , expectation e"/e+ , V*/\T « 1

from dissociation.

if, for example, AB « +AL = -AL , yellow and blue quarks decay into
e + mesons or {v ,v + jaeeons), while red guarfcs decay into U~ + mesons or
(v ,v + mesons). (^urtBer. if e.'<3> ere strange,, non^a,trange.t yeUox and olue

- decay- into. e. + K?s;,)

(K) VH •*• yi e » K's ; In our model, a nev mechanism for these events

involves production of real (cX) quark pair from the (XX) pair in the sea

followed by quark decays to leptons;

Us0

T(e+

j
+ e + + v ) / r ( e* •* A l l ) i . lOjt (see Table I I l ) a n d a production

r a t i o (due t o sea) ^ 10!t, t he expected r a t e of these events might be •*--li.

JJote thut vi.ll

or single and multiple K associated events
IT)

the data.

2 0

prob.ab,iHtiea

which seems to tie the trend of

The last tiro assuaptlons (3) and (k) go well vlth the Kbnopinskl-Mahmoud model
of leptonB. The models (2), (3) and (U) are logically equally as possible
as the basic model assumption (AF « 0). However, in (gauge) model building
ve have found them somewhat difficult to implement. Although ve nave not
considered the models based on these in any detai l , the expectation may be that

-111-
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()j) Multl-leptons in eN or yH due to colour production: For these pro-

eeflsirs, the colour current exchanged is neutral with no net colour quantun

iiuwbtsri:. Thus there is the possibility of either producing a single coloured

stut t with the quantum numbers of the neutral colour gluon U :

or a pair of charged coloured par t ic les , i . e .

U U + H • + V

tTt or {hadrons+Y) or badrons
1 I.
p+v

21)
l w 10Leptonlc branching r a t i o for the neu t r a l colour gluon i s r a the r small

For t h i s reason, even though we may expect o(V v") ** ( r r "" TQ-)O(U ) , p a i r

production of colour i s expected . to be the more copious source of nmlt i- leptot i- .

18)
o

y"u+y"

a t Fermilab energies t o be

" 3Vi"y+e~ 1 : 10"
22)

1/3000 :

1
Taking inclusive colour production rat io

IS 10 to 15*, ve estimate U~ : U~
2

1/3000 ; this is compatible with the recent Fermilab data.-

To conclude, two new mechanisms (with their characteristic signatures)

have been proposed in this note, for raulti-lepton production in VN , vli and

KH vhioh may possibly be operative at present experimental energies, depend-

ing on the masses of gluons and quarks and their production rates. These

are coloured gluor. and quark decays arising through q_uark pair production

and nucleon dissociation into integer-charge unconfined quarks, which in their

turn decay into leptons if AB = -AL and anti-leptons if AB = +AL .

5. Integer-charge quarks as source of SLAC ye events: One of the hal l -

marks of the hypothesis of uneonfined quarks is that q^ as veil as charged

colour gluon p&rton pairs produced by e e annihilation must materialize (at

least part of the time) as real particles above threshold. These,followed

by their decayB into leptons, become then a potential source of multi-leptons

in e~e annihilation. In particular, following Tables I I , I I I and IV, the
6)

charged red quark pa i r s and charged colour gluons w i l l give r i s e t o signature

ye events' as observed at SLAC; subjec t , however, t o two condit ions: i ) at

l eas t the (p.n) quarks are as l i gh t as about 1.7 t o 2 GeV, and i l ) so far as

the bas ic model i s concerned there ex i s t coloured oc te t vector mesons ( e . g . the
£3)eluons) l i g h t e r than the quarks .

To deduce the strength of the (ue) signal expected from quark and

gluon pair production, ve note that vitbln the colour gauge theory framework,
the colour octet part of quark charges do not asymptotically contribute to fi

(this is discussed in Sec.IViTaking this into account,the contribution* to the

E parameter from quarks and colour-gluonB (treated as cartons) are given by:

P P ) V

V V 1/16

- 4/9

R(rfn^)

R(A~!i*) • *<*;*;> • «<s

- R(cV) - «cj»cb) • * / 9

Hote the intriguing feature that asymptotically the neutral pair ( p j )

tributes the same amount to R as the charged pairs (p v'P" -ĥ  • ^ e

contributions to H listed above (presumably) represent the sum qf real

(<jq,W) production and the parton pair recombination into hadrone.

Turning now to the origin of the SPEAK (ye) events, pair production

of the yellow and blue quarks (even though present) cannot be responsible for

these events, since these quarks decay predominantly semileptonically into

(\>e + mesons) (see Table I I I ) , On the other hand, if quarkB are heavier

than the colour^gluons and (m - a , ) < » (case3), pair production of

charged red quarks (n~ n^) and (X~ X ) , followed by their sequential

decays as shown below, can give, r ise to anomalous (ye) pair ae seen at SPEAR
so tar as the basic model i s concerned:

e~ + e + n~ . + n+ .
red red

V" + V T + + v
P e .P •

'—> e~ + ve L^ u+ + v

The (ye) pairs thus arising would appear within-the present statistics like

three-body leptonlc decay of the parent quarks. 2ft).
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Sow define p(s) = ! f
g o Y < e ) | , where f (B) is the on Bflss-shell-

qusrk electromagnetic fora factor. It follows that o(s e •+ q q.)/

o(« c •+ u n ) • RCq^q^JP (s), where R C q ^ ) for any given quark partou pair

is given above. (Sote that strictly within the parton model hypothesis

ue nay interprete p (B) SS the fraction of all q^-parton-pairs created,

which "survive" AS real particles in the final state. He refer to

p(a) as the "quark-survival factor"). Noting that asymptotically

R(n~ n ) + K(.X~X ) « 2/9 and that the brancning ratio

of the (MM) as well as (ev)-decsy modes of V* is s (25 to

(as discussed before), the net contribution to K of the (p

arising from real quark-production and decays is given by

signals

R -(/e~) (2/9X1/4 to l/3)2p(s) - p(s)(1.6 to 2.5)1.

Direct production of charged color-gluon pairs followed by their

25)
two-body leptonic decays will also contribute Co Che signature (ue)-

events. Noting that R(V,v") + K(V V* ) - 1/B, the net contribution to

~ e ) = K- (u e )R(w~e ) from color-gluon pair-production is given by

- (1/8) (1/5 to 1/3) V ( s ) - P'(s) (0.8 to 1.4)1, where p'(s) is the

"color-gluDn-survival factor."

The observed SPEAR (ue)-signal corresponds to a true-signal of

R{u e ) = R(u e ) : (1 to 3)1 ( allowing for mocentuia and

solid angle r Comparing with the estimate given above,

this can be attributed to quark-decays only provided the square of the

quark-electromagnetic form-factor is of order unity (p(s) = |f (s)| - 1/2

to 1). Not knowing theoretically the precise nature of the quark-electro-

magnetic factor, we will proceed in these lectures yith, the asEj-jt̂ tion that it

is hard (i.e. f (s) - (l/^) to 1 and slowly varying at SPEAR energies)

unlike the fora factors of composite systems such as the nucleon or the

-J .S-

pion. There then exist a. host of strong experimental predictions of our hypo-

thesis that the SPEAR dilepton events arioe from quark decays and of the assump-

tion that quark form factors are hard, as mentioned above. These ve l i s t below:

(i) Jet-like distribution of h&drons: First, within the quarK hypothecs for

the ]ie events, a large fraction p(s) (« — to l ) of the total hadronic annihilation

events must contain a real quark and an antiquary emerging vith equal and

opposite momenta. (The different kinds of quark pairs vould, of course, be

produced in proportion to their contribution to the R parameter (see l i s t

above). Since most of the quarks (apart from n" and A ) decay relatively

rapidly predoninantly into (neutrino + known mesons), these qq pairs vould giTC

rise t ; the final state hadrons (mesons) energine in the form of two .lets opposite

to each other vith a distribution characteristic of spin-r parentage. Such

e~ e*

Hadronic Jets in e" e*Annihilation

Fig.l

5)
jet structure is indeed observed experimentally at'SPEAB. Since quarks carry

charges, 0 ± l j within our hypothesis we expect some of the Jets to carry a

net charge ±1 and some to be neutral. Tbe ratio of charged to neutral JetB

should reach a value (l8/9)/(l2/9) « 3/2 above charm quark threshold but

below threshold for new flavours (if there exist any).

We are not aware of an£ convincing explanation of the Jet Btrueture

for e e annihilation in the confined quark model. I t seems to us that

the standard lore that "spin j parton autiparton creation explains the

observed Jet structure" is indeed true, provided the parton truantum numbers

appear in the jets (as we suggest here).

(ii) Energy crisis: Furthermore, these events must be associated with

missing neutral energy and momentum carried away by the neutrinos, which nay

explain the so-called "energy crisis" and the depletion of charged energy

observed in e e annihilation.

( i i i ) Depletion of charmed -particle production: If the charmed particles D

and F are relatively heavy compared vitb the charmed quarks; the charmed quarks

rather than decaying into (v + D) or (v + F) vould decay preferentially

Lnio (uncharged quark + plotis) (see Tables III and IT). In this case,

production of real charmed quark pairs above threshold -(this may l ie between

5 to £ GeV) will lead to an increase in B • It/3 p(s); but this increase vi l l be

-19-



more In the production of plows and kaons rather than charmed mesons

leading to a depletion of charm signature compared with the eipected strength for

AH = V3.

(iv) V •*• A-Coupling: Given that the V^ gauge assorts couple to V-A-

currents. It Is easy to sec that the amplitude for the transition

°r •* VP + (npvirtual "* Vp + ve a u s t b e P r oP o r t l o n a l

lF +
 V ]n' Vll>u V M V %]r pv ° f t h e V + A"fOrI11 f o r F2 - 0-

(v) Semileptonic Signals: In addition to pure leptonic signals (as

shown) there must exist semlleptonic signals such as e~e •+ v±e + * + + iT

+ missing momentum, which arise from semileptonlc decay nodes of either the color

gluons (produced via quark decay) or directly of the charged red quarks.

We estimate the strength of such semileptonlc signals to be = 2 to 5% of

the pure leptonic signals. Note by contrast, semileptonic signals as above

can not arise via pair-production and decays of heavy leptons. Palr-

prnductlon of conventional charmed particles (CD, FF), if it occurs, can give

rise to sumlleptonlc signals, but these signals should preferentially

involve K particles- Thus a. search for the semileptonic (ye) Eignals is

of crucial importance,

(vi) Neutral quark-pair production: One of the most interesting distinctions

(within the gauge approach between quark and heavy lepton-hypotheses for the

SPEAR (in')-eventH is that the neutral quark-pairs p'p"' and C°C° would each be pro-

duced asymptotically will, a cross section «lven by R - (4/9) p(s) (See list above),

which Is four tines that of the charged pair n~n ; neutral heavy leptons

on the other hand can not be produced by e e -annihilation. Assuming

that p* decays predominantly radiatlvely to (n' + y) {which holds If mip*)-
yjt r

•fn ) > 10 MeV), the production of p* may be searched for by looking for

aonoenergetic low-energy (» 10 to 100 MeV) y-rays near theshold for the

. - -- originated
production of P,J> pair, vhich should nearly coincide vitb the threshold for quark/,

(tie) events. Note ve expect m(p ) % m(nr).

-20-

Uii ) Inclusive muon-production experiment ' U e •*• y ' + l): The Maryland-
Pavia-Princeton collaboration data of the inclusive muon production vaa used fcy
Enow to set the following limit for the decay modes of the source "u" of. .

anomalous unions *
Dch

<0.33
"eh

Snow used this limit to eliminate charm particleB as the major source of the

ye events. For quarks and gluons, since charged gluons decay into hadxons

only nearly 30% of the time and since not all hadronie modes contain H ^ £ 3 >

ve estimate the above ratio to he ̂  0.2, fully consistent with the data.

To conclude, the quark hypothesis for the SPEAR (ye) events leads to

several intriguing consequences; in particular it explains the Jet-like

distribution of hadrons and possibly also the depletion of charged energy

in e"e annihilation. We emphasise once again that the SFEAS (pe) events

may arise from quark decays 60 far as the basic gauge model Is concerned, -

provided there exist the colour gluons tor similar coloured vector mesons) at

1 to 2 GeV.
£8)

Pati, Sucher and Woo ""' have studied the consistency of such light mass

gluons with the presently available data,. They conclude that while a gluon mass

< 1 GeV is unlikely (due to constraints from (g-2) ,photoproductlon experiments

and gluon life-time considerations),- a gluon mass in the range 1,1T1,S $eY is

compatible with the present data. For the neutral gluon, they estimate (see

Table I): 1 MeV 4 J"(u)total -£ 10 MeV, T(U + e+e") « 2 to 10 keV. Such a

neutral gluon should be visihle prominently in e~e annihilation at Frascati,

Hovosibirsk and Orsay. We strongly urge such a search. A search for this gluon

if in photoproduction is also in order. A signal

g(v g + X •* e~e* + X)

e"e+
C^-to 5)

O ( Y + p * P +

is expected . Finally,to distinguish hetveen quark versus heavy lepton

hypotheses for the (ye) events, we urge searches for (1) anomalous semi-

leptonic (pe) signals in e~e+ annihilation and (ii) monoenergetic low-energy

y rays near threshold for the production of Cue) events.
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IV . THE UNCOUFIHED COLOUR GUIONS; LEPTO-PRODUCTKW OF COLOUR

The f i r s t major "Jilank of our un i f i ed theory i s in teger -charge quarks

decaying i n t o l e p t o n s . The second i s in teger -charged 1 gauge colour gluons

which acquire mass through spontaneous symmetry breaking . The opera t ive word

here i s gauge; by -which ve imply "renormalizable gauge t h e o r i e s " i n which the

l o c a l symmetry i s broken and'ftiereby the corresponding gauge mesons acquire mass

(.if a t a l l ) only through spontaneous symmetry breaking. We show t h a t the re

are c r u c i a l d i f ferences between the dynamics of gauge versus non-gauge (Han-
29) — — — —

Hsmbu ] theory of integer-charge quarks and colour 1 particles. It is

the gauge character of colour gluons vhieh saves the integer-charge quark-

theory from some of Its alleged shortcomings relative to the experimental data

as veil ae for same of its successes, vhieh ve wish to point out. In particular

for eM, Vf and \fiS , these gauge aspects lead us to predict:

(1)

(aL/aT) f 0 and asymp-

totically it must scale

By contrast

(cL/aT) OC

For the unified gauge theory of
integer-charge quarks and (massive)
charged spin-1 colour gluons ( I ) .

For non-gauge (Han-Nambu) theory of
integer-charge quarks vith charged
spin-1 colour gluons (II)

For the unified gauge theory of
fractionally charged quarks and (mass-
less) neutral suin-1 colour gluons
(colour is confined, in this case,
by assumption ) (ill).

Note that the prediction of the non-gauge (Han-Heunbu) theory of integer-

charge quarks (Case II) is clearly incompatible with the data unless one

assumes that colour threshold is sufficiently above 5 GeV. The prediction

of confined colour (Case III) that (<?L/oT) should be vanishingly small in the deep

inelastic region also appears difficult to reconcile vith the present date

(especially if one follows the recent theoretical analysis of Politzer ) .

For the gauge theory of integer-charge quarks (unconfined colour ) - Case I -

on the other hand, ve derive that (^T/0*™) should be non-vanishing

though small compared vith unity (lying betveen 0.1 and 0.3) in the bulk

of tbe presently explored regions of

data. *>

and w , consistent vith the present

-22-

32)
For the sum rule on (eK/VH) ratio (designed originally to test(2)

quark changes) ve predict
T).

0.28 ± 0.03

By contrast:

0.5

0.28

) Gauge theory of Integer-
S charge auarlLS (l).

I Non-gauge (Ean-Bambu)
^ theory of integer-charge
1 quarks (II)

I Gauge theory of
X fractionally charged
j quarks (ill)

rexpf 30 Oev) 33)

We see that the experimental value of r disfavours the non-gauge theory of

integer-charge quarks (Case II) as does the behaviour of ^TAJ™ (assuming

that colour threshold is below 5 GeV),it hovever agrees veil vith the

predictions of both Case I (gauge theory of integer-charge quarks) and

Case III (gauge theory of fractionally charged quarks). This agreement of

theory versus experiment for the ratio r for these tvo cases should thus be

regarded, in our opinion, as one of the brilliant successes of parton-model

ideas vithin the gauge context (asymptotic freedom); but vithin this context,

contrary to the widely spread Impress ion, this ratio is not sensitive .

to help distinguish between integer versus fractionally charged quarks

(Case I and Case III). It helps eliminate {subject to parton-model considerations)

a non-gauge approach to integer-charge quarks (Case II).

(3) For colour versus flavour excitations in deep Inelastic elT and WK

scatterings above threshold for colour production (assumed £ 5 GeV), ve

predict:

(i)
colour

flavour

presently explored regions of q antt (i)

< 10 to 20S( for a bulk of the

(i±) Predict non-asymptotic scaling violations

( ~-10 to 20t) due to colour production

(above and beyond log corrections), which
Ji J. 2 2

decrease like (nig/4 ) and (a^/l )> wbere

aass of gluon-

For the gauge
theory of Integer-
charge quarks (i)
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By contrast for Case II• we expect

dcfcolour
•. 100% (front quark charges alone);

^flavour
gluon charges would lead to additional
contributions growing like q /m ]

For non-gauge{Han-Nambu}
theory of integer-
charge quarks ( l l ) ,

while for Case III ,

, colour
ag
^flavour

= 0 ; all sealing violations must
10 35.j

be attributed solely to log corrections

(from asymptotic freedom) and to excitation

of new flavours, if there exists any, in

the transition regions.

For the gauge
theory of fraction-
ally charged quarks
(III).

Experimentally, no large rise { — lOOjt) in structure functions i s

observed even at Fensilab energies, which once again disfavours the non-gauge

theory of Integer-charge quarks (Case I I ) . Combining the&e crucial

distinctions (1). (2) and (3) between the non-gauge versus the gauge approach

to integer-charge quarks, and the corresponding comparisons with the data,

«e thug deduce that i f quarks carry integer-charges, the underlying

theory must have c gauge origin. Furthermore, since such a gauge structure

requires a mln-tmim of four flavours, the number of quarks roust be a.t least 12

{rather than 9) implying that the theory possess charm in addition to colour.

To choose unambiguously between the gauge theories of integer-charge

and fractionally charged quarks (I and I I I ) , one crucial measurement is the

(in particular with high ID) .determination of (crL/aT) at high jq£| andcrL/aT

(It) For vti and vH , the definite V* - VT mixing within the gauge

theory - of integer-charge quarks ' implies that neutrinos and anti-neutrinos

can also excite colour/in this theory Just l ike electrons and muons. In

particular, we show that the non-leading (kinematic) terms T * . e l in gauge gluon

theory gives a reasonable explanation of deviations of (a_/a ) , , / y \ _

and d Or/fcc dy from G1M predictions in a parton-model context without need

for introducing any new flavours associated with b quarks and V+A

currenta. Thus we suggest together vith. the authors of Kef. S, that i f new

quantum numbers are needed in addition to GDf flavours, these are the familiar

colour quantum numbers, unexploited in the colour confinement theory (Case III) .

Before we discuss toe empirical manifestations of gauge coloured meson*,
n\ -iff,

we state and prove a theorem (independently proved by RsJ&sekharan sad
Boy ana lay ourselves las t Summer) which highlights the difference between the
dynamics of Rau.Be versus non-gauge coloured 1_ particles and explains the
results states in (l)-CO above.

Theorem

For all spontaneously broken gauge theories ^ , which, (i) gauge

flavour and colour Independently (weak interactions being associated with

flavour gauging and strong with colour gauging), (ii) which lead to integer-

charges for quarks, and {ill) 111 which leptonB are Introduced as SU(3)' colour

singletB; electro- or muon production of colour (e + H * e + X ,) proceeds
001

through exchange of two gauge bosons: the "coloured" photon A

its orthogonal colour gauge partner U

cancel each other. Because of this cancellation effect, there is a damping
2 2 i 2i 2 2

factor A » [!!„/( ]q | + BLJ] for electro- or muon production of colour.

So such factor is present for lepto-productlon of flavour, I.e. colour singlet

states. In these theories neutrinos can also produce colour (i.e. V + K * V +

Xcol' B u bJ e c t> however, to the same damping factor A . The net effect is

that above colour threshold {yt = Mf: + 21LV - |q | > JT ) , lepto-production

structure functions (receiving contributions from both flavour and colour

currentsi take the form: ' o

as well as

the two contributions tend to

where FV"av and F^° are defined la the usual manner by the Fourier trans-

forms of the respective current correlation matrix elements. It Is on account

of this damping factor A = Im^/(|q | + n^]] that ti) colour production,

though non-vanishing, is suppressed to the 10-20J( level (relative to colour

singlet flavour production) and (ii) ( o T / O ^ 0 and it scales as a function

29) 1/ T
of x . IFor the non-gauge theory of integer-charge quarks, electro-

production of colour would take place only through the photon intermediary and

thus no such cancellation factor A would arise in this case.]

Proof
2

The origin of the colour damping factor A within the gauge approach

is very eesy to comprehend. It comes about basically because leptons are

Introduced into the theory (Btrictly) as BU(3)' colour singlets.

Write the ewiSe-Laerangian syjibolically in the form: I j ^ • g W Jff +.

f V(8) J , . Here ¥ stands for the weak and V(S) for the strong colour
•• colour *• 1 1 1

gauges, while the photon field is a mixture: symbolically J A * | - W + JTJ

7 7''
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TO
[we have, tor convenience of writing (but with no loss of generality) lumped

all SU(3)' eolour singlet gauge fields (even i f i t arises due to strong gauging

of a colour symmetry bigger than SU(3)' (for example SU(k)', see Ref.l) into

Wj correspondingly J - contains flavour sinelet as well as flavour octet "but

flavour °
eolour singlet terms,^ Notice now that before spontaneous
ayxmetxy breaking (when i l l fields are massless) leptons interact with the
colour singlet flavour current (J-, )through the intermediary of W 's -

but there i s no interaction between J and J , . Because of
• • - • • leptons colour

spontaneous symmetry breaking flavour and colour gauge mesons mix. This

generates (through diagetonalization of fields) the masslest coloured photon

A . • (with integer-cbargee for quarks); but inevitably also the orthogonal

colour gauge partner V (with mass m, ) , both of which contribute to lepton

colour interaction. The photon and U contributions would cancel each other

except for the difference between their propagators. Due to this cancellation
effect colour production matrix element is proportional to f — - „

to be compared with colour singlet flavour production

matrix element QC 1/q . DiagranmfltIcally, ve vant to compare

vs.

colour flavour

vs. W

N colour
N

Wi . e . the propagators

burning that the dynamical factor <* k J ^ | « * « P > and

<rHlJflavourt f lavour> TO^<i lead to similar behaviour for the'inclugire

cross-sections Csufficieutly above threshold).

How consider what the propagator factors <WU> and <̂ Wtf> are

Write tanfl = g/f « 1/10 . The two eigenstates for the W,U system are;

oosew + ,

-sinOH + COB6U

Since A and U are eigenstates,

<AA> - i -
q

Hence

<wu>

<uu>

4

slnS COES [ 1 _ * I

2 2
ain 6 COB 6

Clearly the amplitude

e + N —* colour
e + N —r flavour

Thus the colour amplitude is damped bv the factoi

Quantitatively, therefore (i«.l,2),

_2

x dynamical factor

•Of-

ai

(for electroproduction q2 < 0), and there i« implied a colour thre.hold

factor below whicb F=o l o u r * 0 . Before we consider quantitative estimate.,

let us take note of one other (dynamical] source of colour damping

for the region, where |q | and JLv are small compared with HL . As »«.

all know, the structure functions F.(q tv]'s are expected to scale

parton model or asymptotic freedom considerations) for |q | and ILv

sufficiently large compared with characteristic [mass) .



However thia scaling BO tar aa jfJ-*™™ gj^ concerned does not set ±n

fully until | q, | snpirically reaches the value at 2m (as may be deduced

from the lower energy SLAC data -, see Fig. belov}. We shall assume that

a similar (precociously scaling} dynamical effect is operative for F ° o l o u r

as well, except that jo. [ (and JLv) must reach characteristic colour (mass)2

*w 2 2
asa*eoi (rather than characteristic flavour (mass) «.2m ) before full scaling

P
Is operative. This dynamical effect provides another suppression source for

colour (and flavour) production in the low |q | low v region (I.e. for |q, |

and/or tt^v. £ 2m for flavour and |q2| and/or JLv <2n>col f o r colour).
Such a suppression may be represented by scale threshold factors p.-, (q2,v)

2 flavour *

and P e o l o u r U ,v),which (by definition) acquire their foil Bcaling weight

unity for appropriately large |a,2| and M^v . Taking this into account,

finally we expect (above colour threshold)

da.
colour

flavour

4
k2i • 4

pcolour (q .v)

flavourCq. ,v)

where

(0

and

Siwilarlr define o_ La .v). We assume that the effective COIOUT mass
flavour

m . above vhioh p , should acauire its scaling veleht units is of order
col col
2 to k GeV, corresponding to a likely place where the threshold for colour

kO)
continuum say begin

Using the empirically determined shape of the scale threshold factor
P P ?

p _ Ci . ^ ) . as a function of j q | vitb K̂ \i teing jj, Sm (which may be
deduced from the lover energy SLAC data , ve eihihit Cin Fig.2b)

,v) for fixed large \>], Ve have assumed Cin accordance vith the
^colour
discussions above) that p

colour
, while

t n c o l ' v ) Kflavour
(n n, v.v], where

"colour* """= "flavour" |SI " ~ p

• Substituting numbers (with I U » 1.2 to 2 GeV or I L = h (JeV, and

V , l " 2 t 0 U Q e V l i n t 0 t h e r a t i o ^eolour'^flwour' f ° r a f e e l O D l y ( v e

present detailed estimates later), it is easy to verify that the suppression

factor for colour (relative to flavour) is a j - - . for both SLAC ana

0.4 0.6

""/SI
(a)

0.8 .1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Scale threshold factors

TlB.2

1.0

(b)

I t Is important to note that the structure function F. derived
from deep inelastic nuon scattering at the higher energy Fermllrt data (where

Ul)
one might qualitatively expect colour to be excited) does not exhibit
even approximate scaling until |q. | i U to 10(GeV) in contrast to the
lower energy SLAC data. I t is provocative that such a picture {with 10 to 20|(
but not 100? rise in the structure functions) is indeed what one might have
expected from colour excitation within the gauge context (see p , Fig.2b .

and multiply by the gauge dnmpiiig factor A ).

Colour contribution to1 eB and VH structure functions

The gauge character of V(8_) gluons has an important bearing on the
gluon contribution to the structure functions. Bell, Lleyellyn-Smith and
others have shown that in a renoriM.liis.ble gauge theory the high, energy J bl*h
momentum transfer behaviour of gauge spin-one gluons i s similar to that ...
of spin- |- partona,' (as i t should be in the context of*-a
renorjializable field theory). This is very different from the situation for
non-renormaliaable massive spin-one particles. For example, if V(g) * « * not

gauge part ic les , their contribution (as pftrtons) would give a 4 /a non-
2 t 2\2

-aa-
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scaling power violation to BJorken behaviour for F and ^
t 2\



F£ . The sxtra factor A
£

to both and when

helps in restoring scaling behaviour

More specifically (including the gauge

factor A as well as the scale threshed factor p (<j ,v) for colour
col

production ) we obtain:

F = F (GIH flavour) + a(l +

F = F (OIM flavour) + 2a(l + £) x

+ 2xy(x)(3 + S + 5
2A)| P J<i2,v)

col

F = b P (G1M flavour) ,

where the second terms in F. and F? represent contributions from eolour

production. There 1B no contribution from colour to F, , because colour

gauge mesons possess vector coalings only (in the basic model). An

energy threshold factor S(W - wf° ) is not exhibited for the colour contri-

butions but should be understood. Here,

a >= j (eH and j (vH,uH)
c_c_

b • 0 (eN and uE), 1 (vH.vB)

v(x) = momentum distribution function for any one of the octet

of colour gluons within nucleon.

Il3)
Using momentum conservation , one may deduce that the gluons carry nearly

50JE of nucleon momentum

1

6 x v(x) dx « 0.5

0

The shape of the gluon distribution function v(x) is largely unknown at
present. Eventually this fundamentally important function can be determined
experimentally (for the case of physical colour)by a study of Cc^/a )
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for asymptotic [q_ j » nLj , at which. (j?,/a) is proportional to xv (i)

(see expression below). Pending such a study of (cr /cr)j however, one might

need an extensive fitting of etf, UH , vS and uU data (i.e. a fitting of

the scaling violations and other anomalies observed in these processes, vhieh

may naturally be ascribed to colour gluon excitation) for various assumed

forms of v(x) . (This would be in the same spirit as the determination of

the sea distribution q.(x), which also is not completely known at present

for very small x.)

As s. first plausible guess, one may assume that the gluon

distribution v(x) has a shape more like that of the sea rather than that

of the valence. However, to get a feel for the variation of the gluon effects
18} *

on colour production, ve present results "V,]/1?16 1"iEe i n st'ruclt1ire functions
due to colour production for two assumed shapes for 'v(x):

Model 1: • v(x) has a shape like that of the sea,

Model II: v(x) has a shape like that of the neutron valence quark
within the proton.

j r l
Subject to the condition 8 x v(x) di •= 0.5, ve then obtain (taking some
typical values of x): 0

x = 0

x = 0

x « 0

.5

:z

0

Rise in structure

Model :
Csea

,0

*0

,0

functions due to

like)

.01

.05

.65

colour production

Model II (XT( X ) )
(valence like)

* 0.0U

S0.1

Subject to the above two models and •using the parton model expression

for Fp listed above, we present numerical values for {T- /F, ) 'or ep

scattering for two typical values of x and two values of 5 • |q I/BL. • 3 and

5, where one might assume that the scale threshold factor P n n 1 m w(» >v) a*
8 reached

itB scaling weight unity (see Fig.2):
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x * 0 . 5

x = 0.2

MODEL I

(syW
K = 3

0. l i t

0.20

sea-like)
K * 5

0.10

O.lli

MODEL I I

C -* 3

0,25

0.30

lence-like)
S - 5

0.18

0.20

colour gluono
2

•fe

er • e)

0.1*0(5 - 5)

10)

The following qualitative features of colour contribution to structure functions

are worth noting:

( i ) While (juark parton contributions to colour production dies out quickly

with increasing |q ] due to the (gauge) damping factor ( l + jq l / n )

the gluon contribution to F^ survives asymptotically and

i t sca les . From the expression l i s t e d , we see tha t

(i i) Importance of non-leadinK terms in gluon contribution: One

crucial feature of the gluon contribution to colour structure

ftmctions is that the non-leading scale violating t e n s (vnich
are of purely kinematic origin) are associated with larce
coefficients relative to the leading (scale invariant) terns. As a result,
f i rs t of a l l , they lead to sizable scaling vioaltions ( — 10 to 20& , see
table above) in the semi-asymptotic region, which extends up to fairly lar(;e
5 " |q I/my of order 10. For example, using the expressions above, we
see that:

^colour gluons

1

Note the importance of the first non-leading term compared vlth the-second
(leading term)in F for £ = \q. l/a^ as large ae 10, which corresponds to
jq. | as large as 2£{Gev) for a gluon mass nvja: 1,5-Gev,or |q.| as large
as l6o(Cev) for gluon aass nu xbGev, In other vords, the approach to
scaling of the colour contribution (due to the non-leading colour gluon terms)
is extremely slow ; the significance of this for vM and VH scattering is
discussed later.

i i i i ) nature of scaling violations ; Quite clearly, the slow depletion of
the non-leading terms should exhibit itself as a scale-violating contribution
(above and beyond the log corrections implied by asymptotic fredTn) for a
large range of |q | . Hote that beyond |cf| Z, 2 to 3mr ( i .e . £ £ 2 to 3),
where one might expect P

c o l o u r

t 0 reach its constant scaling value unity, we

would predict that the structure functions (with colour contribution Included)should

fall with increasiuE |q } before reaching their constant scale invariant valuaa.ITie

inclusion of the log corrections ^' can alter this picture somewhat (especially

at low or medium high Jq | , < 2 I L ) , For the low |q

colour

region, there Is the

is Increasing from 0 to 1 as |q |

to*£ m* (see Fig.2). Such an increase in P c o l o u r vould

| a |

additional feature that
Increases from 0
manifest i tself as a temporary increase in the structure functions with
in the low \<f\ (< 2 m ^ W e g l o n \[tox Model I (sea-like gluon | distribution), such

a temporary increase would be prominent only for'low x or high m).

The colour gluon excitation (with sea-like distribution - Model I) may

thus provide the basic explanation for the observed
1*1)

decrease in structure
2
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functions ̂ nfi&'^lq21 for low w(<5) and their increase with |q.2|(<,2 to

for high u(>fi) i provided the latter turns out to be a relatively low |q |
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temporary phenomenon. There is, of course, the necessary prediction of this

explanation that both at low w as well as at high a, the structure functions

should eventually fall before attaining tKalr scale invariant values

(IT) The ratio -/T-? Since there exist charged spin-1 colour gluon partons

in aur theory, the Call&n-Gross relation is violated (i.e. Fj f

£xF ). The gluons manifest themselves most directly through the physical

parameter ^r^m • Using the expressions for F and F', we obtain;

Thus there is the uncompriBing prediction in our theory that (a, /cw) f 0 and

asymptotically it must scale. We stress that the above scale invariant

asymptotic value of (a^/o^) is not reached until £ = jq l/m^ >. 15 (for reasons

discussed above). Substituting some typical values of x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and

5 = k2|/in^ = 2,3,5 Ve find (°L/
a
T) lying between 0.1 and 0.3 (for

either Model I or Model II), consistent -with the data. If gluont have a sea-like

distribution (Model,I), (.a^/a^,) should become fairly large (K0,1| to 0.6) at

very small * <.0.0lt (i.e. ui £ 255 vith |q2| > 2 to 3 m2 , . It should, in this
I 2 i c

ease, increase with decreasing x for fixed |q | - a feature which also

seems to be indicated by the data . To repeat, accurate measurement of

aL/0T at high \i | and Mĵ v. {especially with to > 10) is of crucial

importance in making an unambiguous choice between the gauge theory of physical

colour (integer-charge quarks) and unphysical colour (fractionally charged

quarks).

(T) Colour excitation by e e ->• annihilation: Just as for space-like

processes,lepto-produetion of colour by time-like processes (e e •» X )

occurs through the intermediary of photon as veil as the gluon \T ; the

corresponding production cross-section acquiring once again the gauge kinematic

factor A = (-HL /(q - m2)) vith q2 > 0
' 2 2

q > 2nu

factorThis time the
2 2 2 2

provides a damping only for q. > 2nu. For q < 2EL, , on the other hand,
i t acts as on .enhancement.

Using either a light mass (m^ ~ 1 to 2 GeV), or a heavy mass gluon

(IL Si k GeV) and assuming that gluons are the lightest colour octet states
7)

it is possible to shov that the net production of colour continuum is not

Fir:

2 2
unduly enhanced in the region q. <, 2ni due to the limited number if channels

availahle (above gluon threshold) and the meagre phase apace associated with

them.

For q. » HL , colour production due to colour part of quark, parton

charges vanishes (barring renormalization group effects, which may be important

at truly asymptotic energies). Thus asymptotically even integer-charge quark

partons behave just the same way as fractionally charged quark -cartons for

e~e as well as eH and uH. This is the novel feature of the gauge approach

Specifically the contribution from the quark partons of

; annihilation (neglecting log

corrections) is given by:

1)

to physical colour

the i type to the R parameter for

*fl»v

'flav1

where Q~ (a } and Q , (a.) denote, respectively, the flavour and colour
flav h col ̂i

charges of the i quark. Thus, depending upon the mass of the quark and that

of the gluon, as well as q , the interference between Q^^-ytq^) a n* ^col^"1!^

can leed to interesting behaviour for the production of a quark pair of the

. Uote .
1

t. - (S)|

i type above q > Vm

The charged gluon parton contribution to colour production by e e

survives asymptotically in a scale-invariant manner (as for eH). Specifically

the quark, and gluon parton contributions to R are:

E = o(e~e -• hadrons)/ff(e~e + u~y )

2, , 2where f= |q. (/my . Thus
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Bote that the asymptotic value of H c o l is reached extremely slowly once

again due to contributions from the non-leading colour gluon terms. For

example, even at C = 11 = 10 , Reol c 0.2T (whereas asymptotically
R - 0 .12) . I f gluons are l i g h t (BL S; 1-2 GeV), we would expect E C Q 1

c o l o •?
at SPEAB energies especially for <f > £5 (GeV) to be rather tiny ~ 0.25 +

(log corrections). ^ this case noting that B f l av(0M) = 10/3 + (log
corrections), the net value of E with the basic 16-plet of fermions i s :
R = {10/3) + (0.25) + log-corrections c It, which is nearly one unit less than the
observed value possibly suggesting the need for new flavour (outside of HIM) or

..heavy lepton, i f w?.follow the by now commonly accepted criterion.

Noting, however, that the approach to scaling especially in the time-
like region Is a complicated dynamical question due to opening of resonant
thresholds, we vish to defer Judgment on the need for new flavours (in addition
to GIM) on the basis of the value of H alone (for the ease of light gluon)
until such time as the asymptotic value of E is better known. (As indicated
earlier, if nev flavour(and/or heavy lepton) would be needed to account for
R or the spectroscopy of the J/lJi-like particles, we v i l l propose to place
them within a new sixteen-fold, which arise within some of the variants
of the basic model; however the need for them (on the basis of the value of
F alone) in our opinion is not yet compelling, since the other new phenomena,
encountered i n v S aQd VN, can be attributed to excitation of colour
(see below) instead of new flavour).

If gluons are heavy (n^ K h GeV) on the other hand, E 1 can be
sizable at SPEAR energies (E ,= It to 8 GeV), i t s variation depending on tlie

2 2 2 2 ?
= ( / q

2 2 2 2 ?
gauge factor A = (ffly/q -®Q &s w e l 1 a3> i n t h i s case , upon the opening
of new colour thresholds in the it—6 GeV region.

(vi) Colour excitation in VK ' and VH: ' Colour is not over-bright in

VN and vH, analogous to eN and US, since there is the same damping factor
o p * 0 i ~ 2 2

& ™ Im^/U^ j •*• K\.1 in a l l four cases for colour production: the
corresponding expressions for the structure functions are listed earl ier;
these determine the cross-sections which are:

dxdy
[F2(I - y * §-

-36-

Sinee colmir current is vector, i t of course, contributes symmetrically to

VH and VH scatteringB if_ the fcloematic variables are the same in both

cases (i.e. ^ C ^ . v l ^ - ^^Cq.2 ,vi^ . vnile F ^ V . v l « 0 for MB
and vN). From this i t might appear that colour production, even though,

operati-re, is not likely to explain the sharp r ise in a^/\ ' ^ y ^ v Bnd t h e

so-called high y anomaly observed above about 50 GeV incident (v.v) energy.

(In particular, asymptotically colour contribution survives only through F

which gives (l-y) distribution vanishing at high y.) Kowever note the

following:

1) First , since the flavour currents are chiral and, therefor*,their
contributions to VH and vN scatterings differ drastically (e.g. neglecting
the sea contribution, one has Co^/fv) f l aTo i jx - 1/3 and (dej/ay)fl( lvoul. «* 1
and (l-y) for vB and vlf, respectively); the relative importance of
colour versus flavour contribution is quite different for vtT from that for VH
(even if the colour contribution vere the same in absolute magnitude in both
cases at a given incident energy).

2) Second, i t is an empirical fact that average
half that for VN at a given incident beam energy

V»

for vlf is about

a fact which has i t s theoretical basis , once again, in differing conti-itutionB

from the chiral flavour currents to vH and vN . If we now recall our

retiail.s about the relative importance of the non-leading colour gluon contri-

butions compared with tne leading term for £ = l i |i"U £.10 , ve see two

thingB:

(a) Firs t , using the empirical <"q. > for vM and \iH •; as noted above,
1*7)

the non-leading colour gluon tei-m is expected to be important for vU

scattering for

E < (10 A 5) 100 GeV for m^ - 1.5

while they are expected to be important for vH scattering for:
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f o r = 1,5

For a heavier gluon, they would be important for energies higher s t i l l .
In other words > even for a lignt mass gluon, they are important for both VN

and vH at Fennilab energies,

Second, being non-leading in qf , the lower the average <^q_ V (subject(b)
to the scale threshold condition ^q /j> 2 to 3 m,,) < the more prominent they
are. Given that average <̂ o. ̂ > for VH is about a factor of 2 lower than
average < q̂ >̂ for \*N at the same incident energy, i t then follows that
the colour contribution from the non-leading terms is far more important in
absolute magnitude for VH than they a?e for VI: at 11 e same projectile energy
(as long as ^q y l i es in the semi-asymptotic region; i . e . <^S/> = <̂ q \/w^<±
Jtote thus that this discrepancy (between vN and VN) arises in spite of the
symmetry between F. (vN) and F (\3H) simply due to differeing average <^q_ ]
for VK versus \FH, which in turn has i t s origin (as stated before) from
differing contributions from the chiral flavour current to vH versus vH .
This is the essence why colour contribution is a priori expected to lead to

a sizable rise
v v

manner. Such a rise in (Orj/o^) should, however, be followed by a fall with
increasing energy, when non-leading terms become unimportant. Asymptotically
(for | q | » m,,) we expect

in {a—/o) above colour threshold in a semi-asyuptotic

I1
dx x

Lflavours

dx x

[<?W * 3q(x)j + £ V U )
ours J

flavours

Since 8 i v(x) -arO.Si the above asymptotic ratio of (o^/o ) (vith the

gluon contribution included) differs l i t t l e (by less than 10?) from i t s
asymptotic flavour value (which is ~ 0.U for the simple GIM flavours).
However, in the non-asymptotic region, the effect of the colour contribution
is quite dramatic (see below).
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(c) <?y>.- and high, y anomaly In The renarHs made above v i th regard

^— and the yto semi-asymptotic rise in Ccfr;/cr 3 applies also to the
distribution for VB . This maybe seen as follows. Although asymptotically
only ? survives, which leads to (l-y) distribution, non-asymptotically

is important; this provides a y2

of course, by scale violating q dependent term lit F ) .
term in the y distribution (multiplied,

In turn thiB

provides a high y component in the y distribution vhich should be relatively
much more important for \)H than for vM, both because the non-leadins terms
are more important for the former than for the la t te r and also 'because the
flavour current leads to a nearly vanishing cross-section for VIS at high y .
(but not for VTf). Thus ve WOVLIC. expect a significant (once again semi-
asymptotic) rise in - above colour threshold 4ue to colour production.

The variation in the y distribution (above colour threshold) as a

function of x is dependent crucially on the shape of the gluon distribution

function v(x). If this1 distribution is strictly sea-like, the high y

component for VII (mentioned above) would, of course, be prominent only at

small x . However, there is a priori no strong reason for v(x) to be strictly

sea-like (as stressed earlier ). Note that the predictions on the. gross

properties such as (o_/cr ) and ^y^r; &re not expected to be sensitive to

the shape of v(x).

We thus see that the colour contribution has at leaBt a l l the Qualitative
ingredients to account for the observed nev features in VH and XlB

physics, in particular the rise in (a—/a ) and ^y^— as semi-asymptotic
phenomena. These points have been examined recently in

8)some detail by Sidhu, Mohapatra .and Pati with the assumption
that the gluon distribution function v(x) is sea-like. Subject to this
assumption (which eventually can be cheeked most directly from measurements
of O I / ° T ' " their calculation has essentially only one parameter, namely
the mass of the charged colour gluoas. Their results for COrr/"..)- - *O^

v'"'v'c.c
— are given in Figs. 3 ana It ., respectively.

For comparison the fit by Barger, Phillips and Weiler using b

quarks and V + A currents is also plotted. The best fit using nev flavours

is obtained with a mass of b quarks ~5 GeV (the t quarks forming the other

member of the doublet containing b quarks must have a mass as high u alO GeV).

The colour fit (vith no new quarks besides GIM) is perhaps equally as

acceptable (if not better) as the new (V * A) flavour fit. The important point
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to «mphasise. la that eventually
- > Q and y=olour

A 1* iv.

521
the colour contribution will fall with

, while the contribution

from nev flavours will continue rising up tc- their scale invariant values. This

is a characteristic difference vhich only further experiment (for example

for tf^/ffy ana < [ / ^ can se t t le ) .

A further remark, is in order. We have presented the results for
colour excitation vithout taking into account the scale violating log corrections
implied by asymptotic freedom, applicable to our theory Cat leest
at present energies . As emphasised recently by Altarel l i , Paris!
and Petronzio-> ' these corrections are rather important for \>H and ~\>N .
However, vltb etny reasonable values of the effective strong coupling parameter
dg • I T̂T £0 .5 these corrections "by themselves lead, to a

value (<J-A\,) < 0.1+5 at Ev - = ]00 CleV, vhich is perhaps too
snail to account for the data. Thus i t seems to us
that a new excitation (beyond- GIM flavours) ie suggested by the data.'
I t is entirely conceivaLle that the inclusion of the log corrections together
with colour excitation (as suggested here) may lead to an improved agreement
of theory versus experiment compared with that exhibited In Figs. 3 and h. This
is worth investigating.

(vii) The three central ideas - their non-negotiable consequences:

Before ve turn to a discussion of exact versus partial confinement,
ve wish to l i s t once again the three central ideas, vhich we have proposed so
far. They are:

(A) Lepton-badron unification vithin the gauge framework, so that
beyond some energy and momentum transfer (10 OeV in the basic model), their
interactions become similar^

(El Baryon-lepton number violationj

(.C) and unconfined quarks, gluons end al l colour as opposed to their
exact confinement. We have been able to propose and sustain this third
hypothesis ±n spite of the non-appearance of quarks in standard experimental
searches because the leptoa-hadron unification hypothesis vithin the gauge
approach led f irst ly to (i) integer-charges for quarks together with gauge
damping for lepto-production of colour,and secondly, ( i i ) to non-conservation

J.0-

of baryon and lepton numbers. This second tcuaracteristic) feature implies

that even relatively light quarks (m s 2 to 3 QeV) vouia t e short-lived

(T ~ 10 to 10 sees, in the basic model) decaying into leptons (or
C; .

antileptons) without the proton - A THKEE-GSUAHK-COMPOSITE - being too unstable

at the same time (see below). This in i t s turn provides a simple resolution

of the MISSINO QUARK MYSTERY, until such times as experiments designed to

search for quarks decaying into leptons Cor antileptons) (see tables I II and .

IV) deny (or prove) their existence.

Quite clearly the lepton-hadron unification hypothesis may be realized

in a variety of alternative ways. I t would be quite pretentious of us to

conceive that ve have found the group and the multiplet. But are there then

s t i l l some crucial and non-negotiable consequences of our central ideas. Ve

find that there are at least three which fall into this category and which

deserve experimental attention:
(1) Unconfined colour-gluone which manifest themselves most directly

through (oT / o j , which asymptotically, must remain non-zero and scale
L X

(2) Integer-charge quarks decaying into leptons (or antileptons

depending upon the model. One place to look for these decaying quarks is to

fix on lepton versus antilepton ratio in HB-collisions; the most direct way

to search for them with lifetimes X 10"11 to 10"1Z -sees, being measurements

in emulsions. Their pair production cross-section at the highest accelerator

energies should be in the range of 10"3° to 10"32 cm2 assuming that their

masses are in the range of 2 to 3 QeV. Last, but not the leastj

(3) The unstable proton. Since there are no stable quark in the

model, the proton must eventually decay into leptons + mesons. AB long as

quarks and diquarks are heavier than the proton, the proton - a three-quark

composite - can decay only provided al l three quarks decay "sinultaneously1'

into leptons (or antileptons); this Implies that the proton ie extraordinarily
long l ived (T

p r - t o n

p
O to 1032 years) consistent with Itfs present l i f e -

time estimates , tut not absolutely stabl*.
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V, COHTIHDEST: EXACT OR PARTIAL

la these lec tures , our najor t a t t l e has been against the

Dogma of exact confinement - with a minor side skirmish against new flavours

and right-handed currents , We wish to consider the present theoret ical

status of the Dogma further, hut hefore we do t h i s , we summarize the three

points of viev about flavour and colour quantum numbers which are currently

entertained.(see Table V).

Consider the Dogma of exact confinement. There i s no question but

that quark dynamics has i t s peculiar features. I t i s our contention,

however, that these pecul iar i t ies can he understood in terms of par t i a l

confinement so far as integer charge quarks are concerned. Thus, from parton

model we may infer that quarks, inside a nucleon behave as i f they were free,

l ight pa r t i c les , and further that if a hadron does dissociate into quarks,

there appears to be a large probability of quark recombination into knowji.

hadrons. The question i s : do these pecul iar i t ies real ly necessitate the

DOGMA? The (integer-charge) quarks may be special but are they that special?

In this context l e t us recal l that there are other well knovn and ve i l

understood situations (e.g. electrons in a metal or nueleons in nuclear shell

model) when part icles moving inside certain environments appear to behave as

if they vere free - the fact that they should in a l l reason be experiencing

fa i r ly significant interactions from t h e i r neighbours showing i t s e l f mostly

in a change in the i r effective masses. For quarks too the dynamical reason

for the i r peculiar behaviour i s known. I t l i es in the beautiful discovery

of asymptotic freedom associated with the gauge theory of colour gluons.

One must, however, emphasise that asymptotic freedom nowhere calls for exact

confinement, and certainly not for aero-mass gluons. (It is a standard

fallacy in the subject that asymptotic freedDm is always ruined by the in t ro -

duction of Higgs-Kibble par t ic les needed for giving vector gluon a mass.5 3

Ve believe that a combination of asymptotic freedom associated with

coloured gauge gluons plus soli ton-like classical solutions for scalar fields

(producing space-dependent non-zero expectation values for these scalars)

suffices to yield a pa r t i a l confinement picture of quarks and gluons.

The effective masses of these part icles outside the nucleon environment are

larger than the i r masses inside, but not in f in i t e .

Ours, i s a picture vhieh may resemble the MIT bag.exeept that our tag

for hadrons is pervious and there is a f in i te transmission yro ta t JUty tor

quarks and gluons to emerge from the bag .and then acquire t he i r physical masses.

We may be wrong in ascribing and hoping for low physical masses (a. few GeV)

for quarks and gluons and higher colour s t a t e s , but surely there i s nothing In

quark dynamics yet , so peculiar as to cal l for a concept as forbidding ae the

exact confinement dogma.

Perhaps the chief fascination of the exact confinement hypothesis i s

the one spelt out by Glashow: " . . . exact confinement represents the end of

the road so far as the concept of 'elementarity1 Is concerned." Prom th i s

point of view, for the dogmatic there i s nothing more elementary,in the sense

of physical part icles , than the colour singlet pions, kaons, nucleona e tc .

Exact confinement i s thus the greatest idea in par t ic le physics since the

bootstrap; since i t wil l mean the. final closing of a chapter in nature 's

architecture - "Tamam".

But hov to implement th i s idea theoret ical ly! There vas the hope

that Yang-Mills zero-mass gluons vould exhibit a highly singular Infra-red

behaviour, a behaviour so virulent that a l l S matrix elements involving

coloured par t ic les in i n i t i a l and final s tates would tend t o zero (without

violating un i t a r i t y ) , when this (infra-red) singulari ty would be taken at I t s

face value. Unhappily for th i s conjecture, i t now appears tha t the Infra-red

singular i t ies in Yang-Mills theories are no more virulent than those one has
58)

encountered from antiquity in QED In perturbation theory . And, In fac t , to

any given f in i te order in a perturbation expansion, a l l infra-red s ingular i t ies

cancel so far as t ransi t ion probabil i t ies are concerned - in e i ther theory.

A naive physicist may be forgiven for believing that ei ther both (JED and

Yang-Mills theories confine or both do not.

But perhaps one could take refuge behind the Inadequacies of perturb-

ation theory. There could be hope that when the perturbation series i s

summed the sum exhibits a different behaviour in Yang-Mills than In QED..

Or a l ternat ively , and more plausibly, exact confinement may be likened to a

phase t rans i t ion which does not manifest i t s e l f except vhen one uses non-

perturbative methods. The diff iculty with th is conjecture Is that one does

not know of any phase t rans i t ion phenomenon which Is not reversible. When

placed in suitable external environments - high temperature, high matter .

density or high external e lec t r ic and magnetic fields - a l l known systems

revert from one phase to another. Once again, one Is led to contemplate



partial rather thaii exact confinement BE toe order of quart dynamics.

One should not despair, however. There may emerge a most attractive
theory of exact confinement for quarks and gluons. Quite clearly in such
a. theory unconfined leptons cannot be incorporated on par with confined quarks.
To have a universal end-of-the-road concept for elementarity, leptons must be
assumed to be composites of some more fundamental ent i t ies , and i t is these
entit ies vhioh might be placed on par vith quarks so far as exact confinement
i s concerned. An alternative suggestion could be that neither leptons nor
quarks are confined, but that both are composites of pre-ouarks - preons -
eight ent i t ies , each carrying Just one of the four (MM) flavours or Just one
of the four colours (red, yellow, blue and l i l ac ) . Preons may then be the
universal end-of-the-road,to be confined exactly after the theory of exact
confinement has emerged.

But however seductive theoretically the idea of exact confinement may
appear, and however elegant the final theory of such confinement may be, we
respectfully wish to suggest - particularly to our experimental colleagues

at the Conference - that the question of exact confinement or not is in the
end an empirical one and must be settled by them in the laboratory. Dogmas
are absolutely essential for the progress of Science - as Karl Popper has so
perceptively emphasised - but they become tragic if they suceed in stopping
experimentation designed to prove them wrong.

- W * .

APPENDIX

Neutral-current In te rac t ions in thfe bas ic model

In the basic model based on the local symmetry SU(S).xSU(2) xsu(l») , ,
i* it col.

there are three sources of neutral-current interactions for neutrinos
{ignoring superheavy X). These are in the notations of Kef. I t Z , S
and 'u:

, N.g v

u

. N

Ci) The Z° is identical to the Z° of simple SU(2)xu(l) theory

2 ? / ? 2
in the leptonic sector, the weak angle being given by sin 8 = gpAg, + 6js)»
which is nearly ^ for the complete left-right symmetric theory for which
gL = gE + 6(a). The Z° of the SU(£)L*SU(2)Rxsu(U)' model differs,
however, from that of the SU(2)L><U{l)xSU{3) model of integer-charge
quarks (see first paper of Hef. l ) in the semileptonic sector insofar as
production of colour non-singlet 3tates Is concerned, the two models s t i l l
agreeing insofar as production of colour singlet (flavour) hadrons is
Involved.

t i i ) The S , arising purely from SU(lt) colour gauging, 1B coupled
to a pure vector SU(3) singlet and SU(3) , singlet current (for the
variant models which gauge chiral SUC*) - see Kefs. 9 and 11 - there can be
vector and axial vector S ). To be precise I t s coupling i s given >y:

m
Dote the large relative coefficient (-3) for the lepton*.



( i l l ) The contribution from the neutral colour gluon U is important

only for colour producing-semileptonie neutral-current Interactions. ( i t s

contribution to purely- leptonic and flavour producing semileptonio interactions

are negligible .) Noting the composition of the diagonal field U for the

fcasic gauge model (see Ref. l ) , the corresponding amplitude is

A{V + H

where JU , i s the source of U° • is{/3V, + Va). Note the emergence of the
col f 2 k 2 2V

same gauge damping factor (n^/O^ I + m )̂) for neutral-current production of

colour by neutrinos as the one we encountered for colour production by charged

current MS scattering as well as by eB scattering. The contribution from

oolo îr to neutral-current neutrino structure functions may be obtained from those

for WJ structure functions .{given in the text) by simple 'substitutions. If
7 ft}

the charged current VH and W anomalies are due to colour production ' as
suggested in the text, neutral-current neutrino interactions must also he already

potent in producing.

It should he noted that the colour gauge partner of the photon for the

SU(2)xU(l)xSU(3) model (see first paper of Ref. 1 , where i t is called VY0)
differs from the corresponding gauge particle U of the SU(2)T*SU(2) xSuCO

0 3model, since for the former the counter parts of S Hid W (which enter
XI

into the photon) are lumped into the single U(l) gauge particle. This would

lead to some difference in the phenomenology of colour production by neutral-

current interactions for the tvro models (depending upon the mass of S ).

The phenomenology of the tripple contribution {from Z , S and U) to

neutral-current interactions involving essentially only two parameters (i.e.
2 2 2 **

sin fit, and (r/m_)) - the mass of the colour gluon U being constrained already

from charged current interactions - is worth investigating. This may provide

(assuming that departures fromjsimple SU(2)xu(l) model an definitely called

for by improved measurements in the near future) yet another signature for

colour and should shed some light as to whether S (vita its characteristic

iBoscal&r vector coupling) is superheavy (like X) or whether- it is relatively

light (—103 GeV).

-1.6-

Taole y

Expected properties of Itgttt neutral colour pluons (mass & 1-1.8 OeV).- '_

Partial widthDecay modes of £T w ; ( / ? V + y_}

U + e+e~

* 3^ , 5*» pT, winr, KK

• 2?r, ltit, 6TT, KK

C2 to 10 keV)

C2 t o 10 keV)

( ~1 to 3 MeV)

t - g - t o 5 MeV)

Thus

IMeV < r C U ) t o t a l < 10 MeV

E.R. e+e~l « Cl ~ 3) x 10~3

Photonroauction

Q-CY + N) -> U •* e " e + + TL]

+ H •* P° + X + e'e"1" + X)
IO-2 (T

Based on estimates in Ref.28 i t is assumed in Tables I and II that the

gluons are the lightest coloured octet mesons. (Most of the remarks (though..,

in general not all) will apply to the decay modes of whichever is the lightest

set.) For a heavier gluon £m ~ It- GeV), the decay channels are the same; the

expected partial widths will differ. See Eef. 6Q for some estimates for this case.

Decay modes of V , vfL and ?„„ in the baBic model

•+ 3ir, 5TT,

_ + - +
+ e e ,

• 2lT, kv

width
{-— to 5 MeV)

jlTTTY e t c . J Rates depend on amount of

, * v 0 I m v

1° V°
YB' t * "virtual

_ + _ +

Hote t h a t ana

* mrv , lnr\f, nY

* 3TT, 57T, pir,

g) « 1 0 ' 1 5 sec . i f

were ca l led and

(B.R.-' 10"3)

(dominant modes)

(dominant modes)

in the past



Sfb^ II
Decays of charred colour (auons *'

•== 1-2 GeV

+ inr, 3ir, UTT. 5tr, KK •• -

* TTirev, KKev, tmev

f nev • Kev .. HeV

(30 ± 5 ) *

(30 * 5)?

(30 T 10)*

(1 to 5)*

forbidden (a)

HL. ss U .1 GeV

«(2 tow)*

forbidden (a)

(a) The irev and Kev modes are forbidden (relative to the
allowed modes) by I-epin and strangeness conservations,
respectively. The neV mode is forbidden by SU(3) and 3U(3)'.

•) Assuming that these are the l ightes t colour octet mesons.

Table I I I

>a.y decays of yellow and blue quarks in the basic, model (Ap = -AI.)
(aee Kef.6 for details)

(a)

ny,b

c+ .
y.t

' 10"11 to

v + D+

e

sec

(c)

(b)

(d)

(a) Assianins (v.v ) are strange. If (e.ve) we strange, inter-

change K's and IT'S etc.
(b) Sormal non-leptonic veak decay; we have not exhibited semi-

leptonic veeJt decays (e.g. c ^ * X + e + V ) , vhicb may
have ~10/t branching ratio for charmed quarks.

(c) Masses permitting. These modes might be relatively suppressed
if D and F are heavy compared with charmed quarks.

(d) T(O ) oc E . lifetime estimates include multi-meson emission!
7.b 4

vhich are important \ average meson-moltiplieity » 3 to U.
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Table IV (cont.)

''notation: us . denote masses of red, yellow and blue quarks. V standsr,y,b

for the charged gluons V or V . The lifetime estimates assume quark mass

~ 2 to 3 GeV- and include multi-meson-emission, which are Important.

(a) Normal non-leptonic weak decays;

(b) Perhaps dominant;
9)

(e) For an extended symmetry (such as SUCO.x SU(lt) x SU(1(); x SU(lt)*),

this large factor (HLVHL) i s absent and other decay modeB are

available,

•) The decay pattern exhibited in these tables has been worked out(Ref.6)

following closely the dynamics! restrictions of the basic gauge model. See

Ttef.23 for an indication of certain important alternatives.
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Table V

Summary of three approaches to flavour and colour -

Flavour Colour

Standard nodel (Fractional chame

quarks) GIM + nev flavours. Heed at

least one new flavour (b) vith a right-

handed current to give an explanation

of recent VB and \>N data ("̂  ^ 5 GeV),

All J/IJJ particles cc {.and possibly

new flavour-anti-flavour) colour

singlets.

Han-Nambu quarks

Kine integer-charge quarks. A satis-

factory gauge theory of weak, electro-

magnetic as vei l as strong interactions

not possible? At least one quark stable.

Alternatively with &F = 2 , q + qqq

transitions possible so that quarks

may eventually decay into the protons

which are stable.

Our quarks and }eptons
12 integer-charge quarks carrying k f la-

in the basic
TOUTS and three colours(model. A gauge

theory of all interactions formulated.

I*pton-nuHber fourth colour. Quarks

decay into leptons (AF = 0) or aoti-

leptons (AT • a). Predict H'/C ? 1

in UN, vH etc. through nucleon dis-

sociation mechanism. SLAC (ye) events

may be attributed to quark decays

provided colour gluons are relatively

light (ffll to 1.6 GeV). Proton unstable-

the resolution of missing quark dilemma,

vhieh requires t (quark)e, 10"10 sees,

constrains proton lifetime theoretically

( t proton 2 102? - 1O32 years).

Dogma, of exact colour confinement.

Gluons and quarks v i l l never be seen

as physical particles. Unified models

unite unconfined leptons with

Confined. . quarks-* -. Proton

'•unstable,but i t s lifetime constrained

only by experiment, ^ e characteristic

energy where leptons and quarks may

lose their distinction (except in the

matter of confinement) is in excess of

Planck energy 1019 OeV.

All J/i|) particles must be attributed
only to colovir. Ho_ suppreseion of
colour versus flavour-production for eH
and UN . This should have led to
100!E rise in eH and UH structure
functions, in contradiction vith the
data. Similar objections arise from
considerations of (eH/i»n) ratio and
small value of C<JV/<T-,1 .

Colour shineB discreetly in leptopro—
duetion experiments, but quarks and
gluons must exist as physical particles.
Partial and not exact confinement. J/<|>
particles nay be (cc") colour singlets,
while C*.l) GeV region may contain
colour octet states. Alternatively, the
J7<|| (3.1) and *' (3.7) may be cc" colour
octets, giving a simple understanding
of super-Zveig rule . Colour gauge
gluons v i l l give o*T/am # 0 and predict

Li 1

i ts scaling. Also explain nev VK, vK

data and i t s deviation fron GIM as due

to discrete colour. Predict 0-/0

v i l l rise' significantly above GIM value

but only temporarily; will fal l to

nearly re-approach GIM value (vithin

+10?) for-5 « <Jl2>/ii^ » 1.

- 5 1 -



TABLE VI

of phenomena v-ith unconfinea versus confined
coiO-jr gauge theory

KSV PKEHOMEKA EXFLANATIOK WITH UHCOyiHED

COLOUE GAUGE TEEOEY
EXPLANATION WITH COUFIUED
COLOUE GAUGE THEOEY

j/j. fasily 3.
3.7 colour-singlet

Colour vithin t-5 OeT and/or in
1-2 Gev region, (if colour in
both regions^expect some V-5 Ge'
structures should decay into
colour in 1-2 GeV region)

Same as left (tfcis picture
vis proposed here)

may neea nev flavours to
expltin structures near k

Hot permi wsihlc

region, simple explanation of
super Zweig for 3.1 and 3.7 •

("normal™ Zveig) x (colour
symmetry "breaking)

C-even famUj
below 3-1 sad be-
tween 3.1 and 3.7

Heavy (qll)-BpectroBCopy Same as left

sndetectable

e e •* u • 1

e"vv e w

2 Btep-quark-
decay

So ezplasation unless
postulate heavy lepton

V V e v .

Heavy lepton explanation not
needed. Need coloured vector
mesons (e.g. gluons) around
1 to 1.6 OtV Is the iwic model

Suggest search narrow gluon

e"e+ * U at Prascatl,
Davoslbirsk, OrBay

VH

ITV*v {rate-2 to

as veil as

vH •• y~ + charm + X

Charm production only-, may
need nev flavours if
rate > 1$.

3 to
. . (rate S

- 5 2 - (cont'a)

TABLE

v»

EXPLAHATIOH VITH COMTSSD
COLOUR uAUCE THEORY

EXFLAHATIOH

COLOUB GAUGE THEORY

Cham meson or 'baryoa
production

MS * \t V

In addition, production of charm
or baryon

Scaling violations

0.5 to 0.7

.._». + associated
production of charm and colour
(see text).

Bon-asymptotic colour excitation.

Log-corrections (asymptotic
freedom)

Uon-ftsymptctic colour excitations
At higher energies (If no new
flavour excitation except GIM);

to

If It persists

"JETS

(spin } - parentage)

sealing 'value « GGDM + (<,10H.

colour—gluon-excitation

0

Associated production o f
charm and/or nev flavour

Log-corrections (asymptotic
freedom)

; •
. Hew n*Tcnr-threshoia

Must postulate *W -
quark with mass around -_

< . y > - should continue
rising up to their
scale invariant values.

So explanation

simplest explanation in terms
of quark pair production and
decay:

e'e* * 4 •

(mostly I
(t.tn)

Missing energy carried sway
neutrinos

Difficult to see how after '
ft recombination of confined'
quark anti-quark pair* to
make normal h&drons any,
Jet structure can tux-rlv*. -

US * t + j versus
MS * T + 3
-*tio tfTix

TVo sources of asyaaetry between
leptons and actileptoni:
(i) Assoc. production of charmed]

or'coloured mesons and

(11) Vucleon-dlBsociation Into
quarks folloved by their '•
decays into leptons
(iB - -AL), or utlleptons

- 5 3 -
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A LIST OF AT
TABLE VII
EXTENSIONS TO TEE BASIC MODEL

A52 OFEB FROBLOS

toael '

Sssic~J

AF = 0 ,
A3 " - a

Kconca ~ •
1)

i ea l 1 '
'*F « 0.
4B — A L

Prod-

AF - 0 ,
As --^L -

Mirror

AF • 0 '

1

+ "c-"tor,s

(12+ i*J

CU2*»i)"

(2W 8)

(£U 6)
1

,1**11

S I

! ;JO . of . . .
'• flavours 1

U, i.)

C8, V)

C8, 1 )

. Qauee

^ „,_

5UL(2)>:SUB(2)

St!L(2)*SUR(2}

SUL(2)xSURC2)

j

1
1-

EU[ll) «BU(k)
A *

c f
A £

Flavour*-* colour
left*—»right
Discrete Syam.
VECTOR-LIKE
Theory, bu t weak
neutral current
not pure vector

Bai son i
Cter&rteristies

K -* e + V rate
forces character-
istic energy
beyond vhicn
leptons guari.6
unify, as 20^ QeV.

e.-p distinguished
as belonging to
different groups
SUC(1O and SSJ^k)

K*e+)J forbidden.
Thus character-
ist ic energy
could "be as lov
as 103 OeV.

Seme as above

A single
unifying gauge
coupling con-
st ftnt. Possi-
b i l i t y of skew
(V+A 5-currents
(e-E- (Pn*) )

R
coupled to lighter
V j i f needed.
Heutrico nassless-
cess can be

^elegantly imple-
mented.

Veak |
Features ,

11} e,v distin-
guished cnly by i
Strangeness •

2\ HaEslessness j
of neutrinos j
achieved but not;
elegantly.,
'erhaps need a
super-symmetric
version of the
basic aodel-

Do elegant
explanation of
emergence of
31(11 W u r
symmetry; Also
Cabibbo angle
not computable
in principle

Weak points of
economical model
removed; also
place for heavy
leptons i f they
exist. Eovever,
altogether too
rich and prodleal

K * e + y -
problea same as
for the b»sic
model. Too rich

C cont 'd)

TABLE VII (Cont'd j

. For each one of the above models, a version exists, * vhich gauges
(JL and the charge-conjugate '. field f̂ (or equivantly'

gBuges Majorana components of each complex field if). In these versions
introducing nev gauge particles) we can inpleoent baryon-lepton nuaber violations,
to give the selection rules: ti ) AF » 2, AB •= +A1-, or(ii) AE •= -&L , AB • + AL
or( i i i ) AB = +4L , AE * -AL (as veil as Ar « 2 , AB • 2, AL - 0), rather than
the selection rule of the basic model AF « 0, AB • ^(L + L ). Though ve
have listed these ninor extensions and variants, ve vish to stress that our
preference is for the basic model, which is the simplest of all the models
considered. It i s to be stressed that crucial consequences of our theory

(a) f 0 and i ts scaling behaviour;

M the fact of quark decays into leptons or antlleptons with
short lifetimes and

(c) long-lived "but unstable proton {T sslO2' to lO^2 rear*)
proton

are comoon features of the basic model as well as all it« variants which we
have proposed.

Since none except the basic model have bees worked out in detail, these
vho like extra flavours or heavy leptons or quark decays involving AF • 2 , nay
wish to explore the consequences of the ysriants proposed, ^ '.

Ve now l i s t some of the open problems of our theory on which further

vori vouli be most velccanc.

(1) A detailed model of partial confinement and Areniaides effect,
from which one can compute the epectriia of expected colour states,

and the probabilities for nucleon-aegon-dissociation into quarks
versus quark re-association to form normal hadroQS.

(2) Using such a model, need an estimate of multiplicities, distributions
with momentum transfer and Jet structure of secondaries to high-
energy collisions.

(3)

(1*)
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froa
We need an estimate of prompt leptoos versus aotii-lepton ratitVnormal
(charm and colour) associated production and the expected ratio,
from nucleon dissociation mechanism into quarks and their sub—,
sequent decays to facilitate the experimental search for osynmetrles
in lepton versus aati-lepton production in BB etc.

Heed an examination of colour effect* in VB, vH, eJI, M* .making dixfe'r-
ent hypotheses for the gluon distribution function v(x) and
also investigation of the effects of incorporating log corrections
expected from asymptotic freedom for the parton-mod*l formulae for
flavor + colour excitation (presented here).
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of realizing a unified theory with one coupling constant. In this case,

the requirement of freedom fron anomalies vould suggest the existence of the
i

mirror fermions T' vith the mirror-symmetric gauging pattern: F j>*-*r|> T*
R.E. Mohapatra nnd J.C. Pati, Phys. Rev. Ell., 255B (1975); J.C. Pati and

Abdus Ealam, Phys. Letters 58£, 333, 1575-

10> S.H. Mohapatra and J.C. Pati, Phys. Rev. DD1, 2558 (1975) and Fef. 1.

11) Kef. 1 an* J.C. Pati and Abdus Salem, Phys. Rev. EH.. 1137 (1975).

12) Mote that i f ve admit additional HI£gs-Kibble nultiplets both S° and W
5 U

can be much lighter than 10 and 10 GeV, respectively, without at the
same time levering the mass of X; this vould cor:-f-por^inely enhance the

strength of S -ind-jeed neutral current interactions and V -itcuced {V+A)

interaction in 6 decay (see Kef. l ) .
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22)

23)

A.
lbla 35

tt 8l..rhyg,
1203

3h the past v
respectively.

•used the notations v
P

. Letters 3^. 1*19 tl975V. tVA
C19T51.

for V|L

tl975)l

«n4 T ^ 8 0 4 T^T

15) The effective mass of a quark Inside a nudeon may be jcuch lighter than i t s

wass outside the nueleon (Archimedes effect) . • ^

16) See S.P. Sidfau, J. Ssith and J.A.K. Vermaseren {preprint 1976) for

reference on theBe models end their consequences for dlmuon production,

171 Adding the rates of IMi CRef. 13) and v~e t events. (J. Ton Krogh

et a l . . Phya. Rev. Letters 36, 710 (19765, vhich cover different kinematic

regions and assuming (p-e) universality, the like—sign dilepton zmte .

appears to be ^ 2i.

18) J.C. Pati, Talk presented at the northeastern University Conference on

Gauge Theories and Modem Field Theory at Coral Gables and at Washington

APS Meeting (Bef. 7 ) - . - * . • ": •

19) If this i s indeed the case, ve nay infer that the l ightest charm mass aay

be somevhat lover than the lightest colour or quark.

20) A number of e 4s accompanying iT's in \8 mar also be attributes to

tbe possibility that quark decays may obey oB • +AL « -&U, ao that

charged yellow and blue quark decay Into (positrons + mesons) (correspond-

ing to one specific form of Kcnoplnsii-Mahmoud model of leptoni). Any

single accocpaniment of positrons by kaon* may be understood as due to

e's being strange, and Buons non-strange. . •

Si) See Table I.- Note in spite of this snail branching rmtlo a narrow resonant

(.%*)
-k ' 0

expected from U production and leptoaie decay
should not probably be beyond vis ibi l i ty In a high stat ist ic* high

resolution study of Invariant mass of e'e pair* produced by (ill)

collisions due to tbe reduction of background. Me urge such * •earch

for discovery of U . This should be i s addition to searches for 0

through e**e annihilation photoproduction and search for proving

e~e pairs In Jffl coll isions, as stressed elsevher*.

K.W. Chen, Michigan State University preprint (MSJ-CSL-33, Hay 1976).

ThiB second restriction is Imposed by tbe dynamics of the basic gauge

model and not by the general concept of baryon lepton number violating

quark decays (see in particular the second paper of Ref. l ) . It i s

possible to invent variant [and non-gauge) aodels. vhere oT * (e ,n ) • v • v-
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three-body decay occurs with a significant rate and branching ratio without

the intermediary of the charged coloured . gluon. in

these lectures, however, we have throughout retained the restrictions

Imposed by the basic gauge model.

2M Preliminary calculations by B. Kayser, J.C. Pati , S. Sakakibara and

G, Zom for the kinematics of the {ue) events having their origin in

two-step quark decays show that the corresponding lepton momentum spectrum

agrees well with the present data (as presented by M. Perl at this

Conference) particularly with gluons having relatively low mass <. l.U Gev.

These and other kinematic results pointing to distinctions between heavy

lepton versus quark.hypothesis for the ive) events will appear in a

forthcoming preprint by the above authors.

25) Note that SFEAR data is consistent with a part (say 30 to ko%) of the

(pe) eventB arising from two-body decays, the balance arising froTi three-body

or effective three-body decays ( i . e . ouark decays) as proposed here.

26) M. Cavalli-Sforza et al.,Phya. Rev. Letters, 36_, 568, 1976.

27) O.A. Snow, Phys. Rev. Letters, 3£, 766, 1976.

26) J.C. PatI, J . Sucher and C.H. Woo, Maryland Preprint 76-120 (June 1976)

submitted to ifith International High-Energy Conference, Tbil isi , USER.

The suppression of theU photoproduction cross-section compared with that

of the p (by a factor ~10 ), obtained here, is a special consequence

of the gauge origin of photon and \f, for which the colour part of the

electromagnetic current Is essentially the source of U (except for finite

mass renormalization term ^nu), s o that ^ o | j |U >̂ = (e/f) 6niy £ u ,

is calculated to be small.

29) M. Han and Y. Hambu, Phys. Rev. 139_, B1006 (1965).

30) D. Politser, Rochester Talk (June 1976); Harvard Preprint.

31) E. Riordan et a l . SLAC-PUB-1631*, August 1975; L. Hand, Comments Nuclear

Particle Physics 6,, 103 Cl976); Review by Dree at this Conference.

32} C.H. Llewellyn-Smith; R.P. Feynman and others.

33) See B. Earish, 6th Hawaii Topical Conference in Particle Physics,

(August 1975), CALT 68-535 for a. value of r and Proceedings of the American

Physical Society (Division of Particles and Fields) - Conference held at

WilliamBburg{September 197*0 for a plot of vW£ as a function of q2 for the -

SLAC data. If the effective threshold for colour {¥ ,} l ies around
ool

h GeV, i t would be reasonable to assume that at least the lover energy
part' of MIT-SLAC data corresponding to E < 20 GeV involves only
colour .singlet (flavour) production.
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35)

36)

37)

38)

39)

See.for examplejC.H. Llevellyn-asith., Proceedings of BLAC - Fhotoo-
Badron Conference, Stanford, California (.September 1975).' 'Dote that
field-theoretically, unlike new heavy quark-excitation, colour current""
made out of (p.n.X) quark fields should "feel" the same effective
mass for these quarks inside nucleon as does the flavour current made
out of the same quark fields. Thus a very slow resealing expected for
heavy quark excitation is not expected for colour excitation in the
Han-Hambu-Model.

D. Gross and F. Wilezek, Phys. Rev. D8., 3633 (1973), S3.. 960 £197*0;

H.D. Politzer, Physics Reports lAC_, 129 (197*0.

For the Han-Nambu theory of Integer-charge quarks (Caae II), on the oth«r»

hand, colour excitation by neutrinos is possible, but its strength and

characteristics are a •priori not unique. If one assume phenomenologicolly

that colour and flavour currents contribute symmetrically to the weak

charge as they do for the electric charge (as has been proposed In the

literature), colour should have shone in vN scattering leading to

large ~100J rise In neutrino structure functions at Fermllao energies

(if colour .threshold <, 5 Gev), which would be incompatible vith the

data. The equally serious problem (with only 9 quarks in the theory) is

that the known hadron spectroBeopy and the requirement of realising a

renorealizable gauge theory of only veak and electromagnetic interactions

prevents one from introducing strong interactions altogether (gauge or non

gauge) into the theory (J.C. Pati and Abdus Salam, Trieste - preprint

IC/73/81 (unpublished) and L.B. Okun, Physics Letter. 1973).

This applies to s o m e ° f the recent attempts (e.g. by Feldman

and Matthews and by Stech) at building a renormalizable gauge theory ot

the weak and electromagnetic interactions with 9 Kan<-Nambu quarks.

See for example Review Talk by B.W. Lee (Coral Gables Conference,

January 1976) and references therein.

0. Rajasekharan and P. Roy, Pramana, Vol 5, No. 6, 303 (I975).

This class of gauge theories was first proposed In Ref. 1.

Itote that logically m should not be equated with ~ it , especially

if the gluons are light (« 1 GeV). The colour-continuum spectrum

may well begin around 2 to k Oev, even If gluons are lighter than

2 QeV.
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(Itl) Y, Watanabe et al., Fhys. Rev. Letters 35_, 698 (l975)l C. Chang et_si;
Fhys. Rev. Letters 35, 901 (1975). More recent rermilab dfcta oo

o — 2 were
I1 lq )aa a function of a, for various { u ^ / presented by L. Band
at Trieste Weak Interaction Conference, June 1976. See also similar
curve presented by L. Mo at SLAC Conference, August, 1975, and Ref.46.

k2) With chlral SU(M' colour gauging (see Kef. 9) there would be newer

possibilities, e.g. lighter vector and somewhat heavier axial vector

3U(3)' - colour-gauge mesons.

hi) C.H. LLewellyn-anith. Fnys. Rev. DU, 2392 (1971).

!Ut) It nay well, of course, be that the true solution l ies somewhere in -
between these two extremes; for example nearly half of the gluon
momentum being associated with sea-like and the other half with valanee-
like distribution.

k5]

1.7]

1*8)

See, for example, D. Politzej CRef. 30 1 and K.K. Twng, PhyB. Rev. Letters
31, 1*90 (1975).

See Drees' Heview Talk at this Conference

Here, we are making a simple extrapolation to higher energies for

the relationship between < q ^ ana T^ - , this may need modification

for E v - > 200 GeV.

For a quick estimate of the order of jsagnitude expected one may

proceed as follows (this is substantiated later by explicit cal-

culation) : Without colour production one mty choose c^ cc 0.1*,

a <X 1. The colour contribution to vS is nearly 15J of fla-vcur
v see Table on page 33 c o l . col
(analogous to eHI; thus ô jj oc 0.15 (approximately); CJ^

is bigger by about 30 to ho% than o ^ dae to increased importanceuvK
of non-leading terms (see earlier discussions); thus expect

col ( a 0.2 to 0.22}. Hence —
v

(0.2 to 0.Z2)

flav + col
sr 0.52 t o 0 .55.

1*9) .These qual i ta t ive remarks were pointed out in Eef. 7> they are founded

quant i ta t ive ly i r Eef. 8.

50) The e f f e c t of other assumed forms fbr v(x) on ( d - / a y ) , <^y^y a n d

y d i s tr ibut ions for \SH and vH i s being studied by these authors.

51) V. Bsxger, . R. P h i l l i p s and T. Weiler, Wisconsin preprint C1976).
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52)

53)

51*)

55)

Depending upon JL , I .e . at ^ * 50 tn^/m^ »ni S^ > 100

IL/EL) , cee estimates In text. Of course the predicted in
subject to the assumption that no new flavour (apart from GIM) would
be excited in the energy regime in the future.

As emphasised elBewhere, e-ren i f Elgs-Kibble fields are treated as
Itelementary and even i f the X$ term associated with these fields

happen to violate asymptotic freedom, such a IOBS of asymptotic
freedom is not seriouB at present energies since Cfor realistic
cases with massive colour gluons) one may choose X <•« . Hote
even i f gluons are left massless (standard model},in such, models

at least the V's must be given mass, the corresponding
fields*0/ spoil asymptotic freedom (if they do in the store c«e)
at asymptotic energies. On toe question of realizing asymptotic
freedom in spite of the presence of Hlggs fields, see H.F. Chang,
Phys. Rov. Bip_, 2706 Cl97%) and E.S. Pradkln ana K. Kalshnlioy
Phys. letters, ^QB, 159 (1975).

0. Altarelll, G. Pari'si and 8. Fetronzio, Preprint (Univ. of Bone),
see Barnett, Oeorgi and Folitzer (preprint) for e. comment on

- thi» paper-.. ' ^ _ . .
Okun and 'Zeldovitch fOcmments In Huclear and Particle fhyaica, 1975)
have remarked that quark decay lifetimes xlO secs.ma3r imply too
rapid a disappearance of nucleonic matter before nucleosynthesis starti
in the early stages of the universe. We wish to stresB that in the
high temperature environment of the early .universe the effective rate
of baryon-number violation is strongly damped. This rate is controlled

> lby four expectation values where is related to the

masses of the qolour gluons ^bj ,^ t o the mass of the X, while <fa"^
aX1^- f o i ) contribute t o W masB. Each one of these vacuum expectation

values w i l l make a t r a n s i t i o n t o a zero value at a d i f ferent temperature

of the order of (Biggs p o t e n t i a l parameters) tlmee the appropriate

expectation values (<Ccj.^ < ^ l t ^ < ^ ^ < ^ b ! i ^ ^ * Assuming the Hlggs parameter*

t o be of the order of un i ty , and s ince <^ ^ i s of the order of 1 GeV 2:10 VTC°

there i s no (or l i t t l e ) baryon-number v io la t ion u n t i l the Uilverse la

—10~ s e e s . o ld . At t h i s epoch gluons are maasless , but V's and X's

are massive and nucleosynthesis has already occurred. These are order

0 / magnitude est imates and depend upon the parameters of the Higgs

potent ia l ; but they do point t o the importance of taking e f f e c t * of



56)

58')

59)

60}

61)

LSLZ v*H ai CDSXIC electric aid mj^jetic fields ) mtc etccouzt

for spontaneously generate; Eynssstry v iola t ion. *e stress tr.tt the

vis i t setter of the early ijii verse i£ t very Siittie pnessEenoi. f-r

ezartle. dependinf upas the nature cf the Higgs-potectiC psrsaeters, quarts

B£y s t i l l decay during the tr&SEiricc period ( s 1C tc I - eecs;,

but et rates HUSO such slover thas the rate for lov tecperature

envirDmiiest. These nev -paggitilities involving baryon-lep too -number

-violation fthougn rather tiny at high temperatures) may play e

signif-cict role in a= understanding of what ve see today ic tenss cf

isiinec models of the early Itjverse .

F. Eelnes and K.F. Crou=h, Phys. Bev. Letters 32., 1(93 (1971.).

Any Dtv fiavo-ars can easily be incorporated in our Bedel, tut e i tc .

confiner.Tt of quaritE vould deal e blow to their unification with

uncocfinec leptons-

€.W. Appelqulst, J. Carrazone, E.Kluberg-Stern and M. Hott, Phys. Rev.

Letters 36. 768 (1976); E.C. Foggio ar.i K.K. C-uian, Fhys. Bev. D (tc be

published) and Y.P. Io=, Fhys. Kev. Letters 3t, 653 (1976).

There used to be one inexorable confining agency in Physics - the e-;er-

attr tctive force of gravity - which one thought confined matter in black holes.

Untietppily, hawking and quantum mechanical tunnelling have unseated this agency

blEo from this unique role. I t mey not be relevant to particle physics, but

Hi one nov knovs, even black boles radiate when they are forming - they are no

longer the inexorably and indiscriminately confining objects they used to be.

J.C. Prtl end AbduB Salan;, F̂ jyE. Rev, Letters 3^, 613 (1975).

.0
Y° and vL ' by V~-V~ mixings

(«« «•».

ii)

vfaich (via loop diagrams) le^d t o V ^

Kucl. Pbys. ^ 1 , 160 (1975)).

J .C. P a t i , Abdus Salea and.J. E*.ratlid-e ,1-jevo Cifflento ££_, 72 (1975).
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20 60 80
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Colour - this includes GIM flavour + quark colour excitations < Ref.

New flavours - Ref. 51.
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M-A. MARKOV: Cn possible non-locoltty of quantum

field theories involving gravitation.

IC/15/3 S. AU, M.2. CEYPEOS and b KARGASi C»l-

culiticm of the A-pattick baaing energy in nuclear
mattct with a simple functional variation meihod.

1C/7G/4* D.H. SANCHEZ, M.C.G. PASSEGCi Had T-E. HUBER;
INT. IffiP. Empirical evidence for i spingliJ! sate)

1C/I6/25 H.D. DOEBNERiiuJJ-E. WERTH: LoMlgroup

i and Lie algeba itpeunBtioiu • ) ' .
u d integrabiliiy.

A.D, L1NDE-. Dynamical tymmctiy restootioc
acd breaking and caomiiiiU cc Duties u d
coupling constant! in gauge theories.

1C/76/8* J.G. BSANKOVandN.S. T0NCHEV1
INT. REP. between two roodeb far fupeicaaductots with a muciatal

dutortion.

1C/76/9 ABDUS SALAM *nd ] . STHATHEEE: Black holes aa
lolitooi.

1C/76/10* M.N. MAHANTA: Genetalized Bianchi identiiiet
INT. REP. and unification of gravitation and electrodynamics.

1C/76/U P- CSLAND and D. TRELEANI: PiopagatioB and decay
of resonances produced coherently oo nuclei.

IC/76/13* ABDUS SALAM and ] . STRATHEEE: The m » pnblem
INT.REP. f« teuor menu.

1C/76/H* S.L. KALLA: Optuiori of fractional Integration.
INT. REP.

1C/76/15* M. AHMED aoiiC. R1CKAYZEN: On the effect of
INT. REP. p wave scattering »the electrical conductivity of

dilute magnetic alloyi at high umpenniret.

C''6/16 V. UEDA: The pKiuJcocalu rneico mUing problem,
qxctiil function mm nlei and chiial lymmetry.

KAt/17 A.M. HARJN AR-RASHID: A limple derivation of
Schwingei'i iuni rule for ipio-^ependent imictuie
functions.

IC/76/18 V.de ALFARO*nd G. FURLAN: Sponaneoutly
broken conformal iymmetry and the nueleon algma
model.

1C/16/19* D. KUMAR: Critical phenomeM in
INT.REP. syneirj". A renormalizatiao group approach.

1C/16A0 L. FONDA: A critic*! ducuaUm oo the decay
of quaotum uostabje tyuemt.

1C/76/21 ABDUS SALAM: The uceonfined uiuusle qviaA
{prediciloru from a unifinj gauge Ibeory of un-
tuble strong, weali and ekcnomagnelic lntei-
actioni).

IC/7E/22*R. BANSAL. M.P. KHANMA andK.H. ?ATHAK:
INT-KEP. Fifth niament wm rule for the deuiiy gtip îrft

functioa.

IC/76/23* S H. QIOH: Point cturge appnxlmaiion of
INT.REP. tEUagooal Yt>3+ and C^+ ceatru in CaFj .

1C/76/24 P. 8UC1M; Dynaoical tfmuicuy breaking
for leptou.

K/76/30*A. G6MAN: Coloumb( He.n) ttrtppiag reaciioni.
INT. REP-

IC/76/33* A. D'. Lisde: Coloured roonopolet and cmfine-
INT.KEP. mem of quaria.

IC/7S/34*A. AMUSA and S.K. SHARMA: Modified Haruee-
INT.REP. Fock calculation in 618 oucleiii.

C/16/37*N. KUMARanciV.S. KKSHAN; Upper mas
INT.REP. Hmii for Deutroo itat liability agalnit black

bale formation.

* lntemjl Beponj' Limited diitriAution.
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